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SJSU cadets
gain skills

LEFT University Police Cadet
Jenny Pak helps Karen Wang
prep’
erseif ’or inspection
befoi: ; .ng through
Thur.
graduation
cererric .es in Washington
Square Hall. There were 23
applicants for this semester’s
class of cadets Wang was
one of the eight cadets who
made it through the 40 hours
of in-house training and will
-ext move on 10 40 hours of
eld training

UPD program provides experience
By Ken McNeill
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Jenny Pak hopes the ii I11,11
Unit( sits
she has seen as
Police cadet at SJSU will gist hei
a leg up on the competition
when she applies for a job,
whether she chooses a career in
law enforcement or not.
Pak, a child development
major,
is looking toward a
career in tillninal justice her
berauSt. she feels law
minor
cam «.inent gists her something to tall bat k
"I colt,. it.- she said, "especially lot the experience. It helps

(me) to see what law enforcement is like ... what you have to
deal with."
The cadet program, built primarily on voluntary service, is an
organizatloi a bit h gives insight
to students iiittrested in the
field of law tido! ement. Cadets
work along ssith the University.
Police office! s, although they
usually work alone during their
assignments.
"The cadet program allows a
student to take the theory
learned in class and apply it in
reality." said It. Iiftlfr I AD,Ve of
See Program, page 4

BELOW: UPD Chief of Police,
Ric Abeyta. left, facing, and
Cadet Lt. Jeff Hansen, give a
final inspection to the cadets
and the graduating
candidates before the
eremony beg ins
NOW% RV Is L. catsnisas
SIARTV, 0A.11

Eight UPD
trainees
pass test
By Sloan ifruhy
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

After live weeks of course studs ii .11,.1.
of police surveillance, eight SiSt
trainees were awarded a certificate t .1 t
pletion Thursdas night. The crimplei Iii
of the comm.. sshich delves into at eas td
crisis inter -sermon to officer safets, ill aid
them eligibility to work as cadets is ith Iii
UPD.
In front of about Iiibunils iii, iiila’is
and friends in Washington SI111.11, 11,0111
109, the new Cadets formed bni k .1,1d
were awarded their cadet badges Atei iii
inspection by Chief Ric Abeyta.
Police Cadet Lt. Jeff Hansen, who has
worked with the UPD for a year-and-a-half,
served as one the instructors of the fiveweek course which he described as
"intense." Students must receive HO percent or more on the final exam to graduate.
"Not everyotie passes," lialisen said.
"Aside from plenty of in-depth reading on
diverse subjects, each student must take a
preliminary written test, physical agility
test, oral exam and undergo a background
check."
At the beginning of the semester. 235Wdents were recruited for the program.
Through process of elimination, the eight
See

Graduation, page 4

Pill gives protection the ’Morning After,
By Rowena T. Millado
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Most

arCll’t

lilt

Morning After Pill, which has been
around for at least 20 years, as a
form of contraception, said an
SJSU Health Service official.
"I don’t think enough people
know about it." said nurse practitioner Nall( \ Okamoto. "People
are surprised to hear that there is a
Morning Aber Pill."
The pills are available through
most health care providers, said
Planned
Cunningham,
Jana
Parenthood public relations director.
The Morning After Pill is a contraceptive that is taken after unprotected sex, and is not classified as
an abortion pill. It prevents the
sperm from fertilizing the egg.

befeas the aboint.1, p,I1 1.11 hi’I
ised after concept 1,
Iinon pill. It is not an
Okamoto said. "Tilt abortion pill
is used to induce abortion; the
Morning After Pills are used to
induce the menstrual rycle."
Since the Morning Mier Pill
affects hormones that help produce the lining of the uterus, it
isn’t expected ID prevent ectopic
pregnancy, sslii ii happens when
the egg is lei !third outside the
uterus.
The Pill must be used within
the first 72 hours of unprotected
sex to he effective. Within those
has
not
conception
hours,
occurred. Sperm can live up to
four days, but the egg lives for only
one.
is
everything,"
"Timing

Okamoto smtl.
The eller usenc,, tri the pill
depends on the svoinan’s menstrual cycle. A women’s most fertile
days are midway between two menstrual periods, when the risk of
pregnancy is
percent. During
the !sr le. the risk of pregnancy is
between /um to 26 percent.
According to an October 1989
issue of The Medical Letter, "If you
use Morning \ Iter Pills, your
chance of be«rming pregnant is
reduced hs .11.11191i’; ."
The Moi ning Alter Pills are
"etihaiic’cd liiith control pills
Cunningliain said. Two pills must
be taken immediately after unprotected sex and the other two are
taken 12 hours later. They are hormone pills that contain estrogen

Endowment honors pioneer astronaut
tsamilah A. Boom ...h.,. 0.011 Stall WM..,
hi

111’ Ronald Mt Nan program,
named for the tii st \ 11 it an 1010 it all astronaut, is asoluble
for I IS iii’,rne. hist gi iteration
Who
SIst stud< Ills, cil
,DA 11114i, II, pl 1,t1111.11 in graduhis
ate pit
I’ 11411 Students must hint. a
.11
least
3,25.
’PS
1
Ict !intim iri is aimed primarily
s and Juniors.
.\lit 1 Mt \
ts.is
It 111(
1986 I 11AI,ilgi I

sp.14

sbottle

explosit .11. t amgress iirlossed a
prow mil in his mum to help
odici students hot!, similar
backgrounds to constrict graduate school,

he pi ogi ani r,111 pi use!
ortunities for graduate edit
anon tor students who neveu
thought about it." said Connie
Bake!. %slit! Oila, the grant
etpiesi lor sjst list muter. "We
ssatit to gust’ students the expertt’iiue and opportimits to move
to the Ph.D. program "
"We need now leadership in
universities." Baker said. "We
need to prepare the future factilts."
"It was A big coup," said
Jeannine slatet. at .ihi tn i,,I
I

S,(1)

IIIN(

ASPIRE program.
%%huh !Mt !. tutoring and counsetsites,
Slater said 97
sellor:,
mos ei sines in the United States
1’11111’1,1h

stir 1111111111g Ii"in the progi am.
"I was shocked and thrilled,"
Baker said of her u eaction to
winning the grant. "We had an
almost perfect score."
The Ronald McNair program
is funded hs Congress. In order
to receive funds universities
submit a grant i hat us either
accepted or rejei it’d by the program.
Baker wrote the gbuit last winter, and it was awarded to SIM’
flit
Rer ruitment will begin at the
end of this month
For more inhumation. call
ASPIRE at 9242540.

See Contraception, page 4

Hijacker killed

Earthquake report

Racial slurs

Tennis starts season

A hijacker commandeered a
school bus Thursday, taking II
disabled children and two adults
on a harrowing nde before police
shot him to death.

A big quake may not wait for
the state to identify and fortify
its most earthquake-vulnerable
buildings by the year 2020, a
top building official said.

When a 13 -year -old was arrested for allegedly making racial
slurs, police and school administrators said it was necessary
to send a strong message.

SJSU will host the best in
collegiate tennis during the
Rolex Intercollegiate Men’s
Tennis Tournament, this
weekend at Spartan courts
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Internationally Speaking

The first of ten commandments
Brand me a purist, if you may!
... However, I will always sing
the eternal refrain, echoing my
sentiment that incorrect English
usage or improper grammar is
as distasteful as it is disgraceful!

Newsroom Voices

For a child, harsh words can wound
111111WelCd It/ (141(.11
Wilt-11 111, 1111h.111(1.
ht.( ktl. 1 thought it would be a good chance
tor me to meet and talk with parents and
observe the "parent tietis.,rk" scene. As someone who
hi pt’s Icc be a parent mi self one day, I wanted 1,, i.;et a
feel for what it was like it i watch the kiddies plat and
cheer them on while discussing the latest nc,..
school gossip with other parents. Basically,! wank , ,
watch and learn.
.rh, nigh [did meet a few friendly, encouraging parents. what I took away with tue tic no the first few practices is cs the realization l/1 .1111)ther form of child
abuse: pushing children nut hard to excel.
Many (tithe children Steye is c 1( iii cg have never
donned a pair of ice skates. let alone kn, wv how to
skate and shoot. The ciii hes try not only to tea, It the
kids how tit Munn\ e. but how to hay e tun as well.
:Mitt all. thev say. that’s what children’s team sports
are all .II)( tut.
One tither does not seem to think so. As I watched
Steve ;)lasitig "t( ,11,,w-t he-leader" with the kids, a man
walked (1, is ii I/ 111(’ edge of the ice rink, leaned over
the wall and angrily mon, cited to a straggler.
"Hold the stick ccciii cciii hands like VI /11’VC been
taught," the Mall sl le.1111tql. Several parents turned
I look awful out thei e. What’s
iiround in sin pi kr
.an’t you do it right? Can’t you at
wrong with
least keep
The piercing it rok the man was giving his son was
enough to make the ice itself look warm and comforting. Ile waved his hand disgustedly ;old stomped away
from the hoy, obsionsly isishing ic ci tine% his disappointment in the !oh I.
The little hc is. mils his eyes visible underneath all
his equipment. tin tied back to the ice and slowly skated back to his go cup. His hands never left the
stayed slumped for
stick. but his slit
the rest , it the night.
l’eriodu ally. the man would march back
cic iwri to the rink,
to his son, and glare
as if to say, "Get with it, boy, or else. I’m
watching you." The more the man glared
4
and pointed, the more the little boy slouched
and fell.
Though I have alwais telt I missed out on
a lot of fim because Ms parents never
pushed me to pia silt /1 Is, I felt very
-1
lucky to have parents who told me I
was fine doing whatever I wanted to
do.
My parents never encouraged competitiveness. To them, it was almost a
moot point. There was no competition; I was pet t,/ I. That philosophy
made me one 11ccixiously proud little girl, but c, Iit abtmt that little

As a proud child gets older, life
tends to knock him or her down
a few pegs ... But for an
insecure child, life gets scarier
and harder, and the already
brittle pride has no chance
of developing.
boy? Would it be better to create an overly proud
child or an insecure child?
As a proud child gets older, life tends to knock him
or her down a tcYi tiegs and puts pride in its appropriate place. But tor an insecure child, life gets scarier
and harder, and the already brittle pride has no
chance of developing.
To harass and push a child into believing he or she
has to f onstantli do better than the other kids is a
Ii rm i ci cl cit I abuse. N/4 fitly does it deprive the child
of tun. it deprives the child of a sense ot pride. It
Il.1( ill, The child that he or she must to uk to be a
good pets, ,n. that Ilt (11 she is nese! good enough.
Ste y and ,oinc ot Mc
nadirs pulled that
father aside and had a few words with him. They told
him they were the coaches and it was their job to critique the children. If his child needed to work on
SInnething. they would talk t,f him about it. The talk
kept the father quiet I. as long as he was at the
Ns1 is hat he said to that little
rink. hut
boy when [hes wet c- alone in the car.
But tin a few hours a week on the ice, that little boy won’t have to work. He’ll skate and fall,
and he’ll have fun. For a few hours a week, he’ll
be just fine. Maybe there’s something to be said
for parental nonparticipation. At any rate, I
did watch and learn.
.

Sarah Harvey-Lombanlo is a
Spartan Daily
Mall-Miter

Letters

SJSU exists to
employ nitwits
I feel compelled to address
myself ti, \IL \tot se’s letter of Oct.
2 1 \It \lorsr sorters from the
111,11%( 11111 it1111111(1H 11t’W that the
students.
on is et st Is exists It
Nothing could be Iccc they from the
111101. A(11111111.’111%. .011(1(111S serve a
%Mil role to the tin iyersitv. How
else ( otild the State Assembls pustcts. iii it line St lit III pl Ili! 11 ciii fishcc
111:411111-1. him Inintlitds of
millir tns of dollat 5 spent here
;unmans it rior tor students?.
It must he understood however,
that the untiec sits exists primarily
to empIrm. the states most spectacular Is 111(1mipetent nitwits
your
bin-cal if tat,s.
SjS1’ does not exist tor the student, nor does it even exist to
employ teachers. If ion doubt me,
I invite you to consult a detailed
budget hi’ the university. Only
about 30 pert ent of the money
goes to pay teachers.
Try to picture what it might he
like if the same hypothetical nitwit
in the Office of Admissions and
Records, the one who has lost your
Change Of Address Form three
times running, were employed not
at this university, but rather at your
bank. Multiply this by the 1,000 or
so various administrative positions
on this campus, and try to picture
the world if these nitwits were let
lofise and alit wed to fill respon
pOS111(111S 111 Olt l1,11(1 it « pm 1111.111( 1. . /1 1111111\11 What
an appalling thought. -lice State
Assembly’s def ea, fit tii safely occu-

A

py these nitwits in the harmless
world of academia is revealed to be
admirable. if expensive, wisd,mi
issue %%Mt the !ciliateAs to it
mem that ito slush % things that
neither make \oil a limo- ialuable
worker in hilts sic Iris. 111 /1 ( 1 /11si /Ill 01/1/1111.1111ill (11 lile
culture whet fin sccu it t-, this is a
slightly ditfutent phenomena.
Imagine yf ’it have spent eight years
studiing
(and you may iflake
Si tilt I tisic ( 111/1( as I() which ethnic
group sr iii is csii ii "Hen& ant of
/Men
Irish des( mu si . I Ii iS11
Poets of the lith century. NMI now
have a PH.D. and absoluteli 110
marketable skills whatsoever. That
is, no skills except maybe teaching
really boring poetry. Obviously no
one much cares about this subject,
so your future might look a bit dim
in your chosen field.
Wrong! Along comes cultural
pluralism, ethnic diversity, campus
climate and whatever other PC’isin
you care to name. Whine loud and
It
enough and you can get a
lifetime of full employment guaranteed in academia. Should anyone be so foolish as to disagree
with you, partit tdarly if they are a
white. male, heterosexual, you
need only point out that they are
the oppressor and the root of all
evil. This argument can be used,
with only minor modification,
against anyone of any ethnicity
who might question your job security, provided you are yc mrself an
It ish woman poet (should you be
all 111\11 woman poet of the lith
entio s however, you hair an
until eli different set of problems).
Bill Harvey
Art & Technology

Praise for stay-athome mothers
I applaud Loretta McCarty’s article on mothers who choose to stay
at home. As she said, "We should
be grateffil that bright young
women are making choices to stay
home and raise the future generation." Mothers who stay home with
their children enrich their lives
like no day-care ever could.
\
future teacher with experie in the Held, I see the kind of
kids who titmice into today’s classrooms. Many lack motivation, are
disinterested in school, and show
signs of little if any family support.
These are the ones who either go
hf inie icc empty houses after school
Ii play video games, or join gangs
Itt 111t support and comraderie
they tail to receive at home.
I can only speculate how a little
attention at home would have
improved their lives. Mothers who
stay home can motivate their children because their children can
see that their parents are interested in their schoolwork as well -as
their lives at home.
My job in the classroom will
include MUOI more than simply
teaching reading, writing, and
arithmetic. It will include a great
deal of counseling, refereeing, and
in a sense, parenting. Therefore I
applaud all mothers who stay at
home to make raising their children the number one profession
in their lives.
Laura Redman
English

be an effective journalist, you must possess
certain natural skills, inherent abilities, that
To
cannot be fully taught, nor acquired within the
boundai ies and limitations of a classroom setting.
First li. it must have an ever-expanding vocabulary
and a pi opensity ffir writing. Such propensity must be
complemented with the ability to write in lucid prose
with acute brevity. Sect mdly, you must develop and
cultivate a unique style relative to the particular discipline or field in which you want to pursue employment. Milani, you must observe and adhere to The
Ten Commandments Of Effective Journalism I am
lit i ’posing in this series of articles.
1. A journalist must have a masterly command of
the English language. As much as we would like to
continue debating or discussing what is and what is
not formal writing or speech, as graduate and undergraduate students of this great university, we have sentence, "1" goes before "E," except after "C."
Therefore, to ever become a successful and an
been taught to repudiate substandard, illiterate and
improper English usage. We must, therefore, refrain objective journalist, you must have a command of the
from utilizing incorrect phrases, colloquialisms, English language, including grammar and punctuaabsurdity and contrariety of opinion
redundancies and other artifacts violative of the tion the
norms that the experts in this discipline themselves notwithstanding.
Our valiant effort in this area will help us implehave set.
I will inn, define sonic of the terms, such as jargon, ment or incorporate the invaluable instructions we
gobltli.r Is wit fix, euphemism and purple prose, which I have already received from academe the world of
academics.
also call "selluw prose."
Brand me a purist, if you may! Use invectives before
l’i ( tt essii mid journalists must at all costs avoid the
use ot jai gon (language or clich ’es designed for a spe- my name, if you wish! Indict me in the court of public
opinion,
if you as desire! Enshrine me in your hall of
cific group, trade or profession), gobbledygook
0,1 /Idiness used to obscure the facts), euphemism shame! However, I will always sing the eternal refrain,
t words and phrases used to lessen the impact of reali- echoing my sentiment that incorrect English usage (Sr
ty) and purple prose (timely or inflated language improper grammar is as distasteful as it is disgraceful!
used to impress). I am aware that we are living in "the In my view, it’s demeaning to the communicators and
age of political correctness." But journalists will be a terrible example for their audience. Let us, thereguilty of dereliction of their professional duties and fore, stop denigrating ourselves while concurrently
indicted for misconduct (under the code of conduct I setting a positive example to our fans, the secret
am proposing) if indeed they use jargon, gobbledy- admirers who are looking for role models to emulate!
Let us refute the terrible notion that we are free to
gook, euphemism, purple prose and other tactics to
entertain. mislead and’ deceive rather than inform violate the rules of grammar that the experts have
already established under the guise of "language evoand enlighten their audience.
NNIty say mmieone is somewhat detached from reali- lution" so-called! It is imperative that students from all
ty when you actually mean crazy and insane? Why levels of academia, especially university students, start
should you use the purple (rather yellow) term depri- reversing this dangerous trend.
This dangerous trend (i.e., "language evolution" sovation of life when you mean murder? Restriction of
movement when you mean kidnapping? Substitute called), if left unchecked and allowed to proliferate,
1 e \ enue-producing crop for marijuana? Politically will accelerate the butchering of the King’s English,
, orrect you may be. You are, however, glossing over precipitating its utter demise. It will transform our
the facts, distorting them and misinforming the pub- official language into a dialect, which I sarcastically
lic, which you nmst serve. Consequently, you are called "American" in my previous columns in this
shaming and bringing utter disrepute to this profes- newspaper. Therefore, let us demonstrate in our
sioil i liat many great journalists have suffered and speech and writing that we are not implacable, but
intelligent and corrigible people. People who, for the
nobly (lied for even journalism.
Nly sincere opinion is that objective journalists must sake of their profession and their fans, have mastered
categorically repudiate the use jargon, gobbledygook, English ... the official language of these United States
of America.
euphemism, purple (yellow) prose the denigrating
artifacts of the language evolution". We are, in reality, misconstruing language evolution" so-called for (Third in a series. To be continued.)
language corruption.
We should form complete sentences, use its instead John Louis is a
of it’s for the possessive case, avoid dangling modifiers Starian Daily
(such as coming home, the airplane was flying over- Columnist
head) unless they logically refer to some word in the His column appears alternate Fridays.

Attention,
Artists!

The Spartan Daily is actively recruiting San Jose State artists interested in
drawing political cartoons.
Political artists should have good
draining skills, keep up with current
events and have a strong position on
issues.
If you are interested in becoming a
Spartan Daily political cartoonist, sub-

Opinion
page
policies
The Spartan Daily is committed to sharing a broad range
of opinions with the community, and readers are encouraged
to express themselves on the
Opinion page with a Letter to
the
Editor
or
Campus
Viewpoint.
A Letter to the Editor is a
200-word response to an issue
or point of view that has
appeared in the Spartan Daily.
A Campus Viewpoint is a
300- to 500-word essay (two
double spaced pages) on
current camp’s, political or
personal issues.
Submissions become the
property of the Spartan Daily
and may be edited for clarity,
grammar, libel and length.
Submissions must contain the
author’s name, address, phone
number, signature and major.
Submissions must be typed
cur submitted on a 3.5" disk
using Microsoft Word on the
Macintosh. Always provide a
printinit of the piece.
Submissions may be put in
the Letters to the Editor box at
the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bentel Hall room 209,
sent by fax to (40/4) 924-3237 or
mailed to the Spartan Daily
Forum Editor, School of
and
Mass
Ji mrnalism
Communications, San Jose
State
University,
One
Washington Square, San Jose,
CA, 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and
are the consensus of the
Spartan Daily editors, not the
staff.
Published opinions do not
necessarily reflect the views of
the Spartan Daily. the School of
journalism
and
Mass
Communications or SJSU.

mit your cartoons at the Spartan Daily
office in Dwight Bentel Hall, room 209.
Submissions should include the artist’s
name, address and phone number.
The cartoons will be reviewed by
Spartan Daily editors and artists will be
notified by phone if their cartoons are
to be published.

Spartan Daily
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SATURDAY

Weekly Calendar
KSJS 90.5 FM
Public Affairs Programming
Do you Remember 12noonI p.m. A Green Perspective
!ip.m.-6p.m. Radio A/flail
Public Affairs 7p.m.-7:30p.m.
Call 955-4831.

TODAY
African Awareness Month
Planning Conunitee
Weekly Meeting 12noon
Student Union, Pacheco Rm.
Call 924-6229.

Latter-day Saint Students
Association
Friday Forum 12:30p.m.
San Jose Institute, 66 5.7th, St.
Call 286-3313.

Aikido Club
Weekly Meeting 3p.m.-5p.m.
Spartan
West
Complex
Rm.202. Call 259-6816.

MECHA
Meeting 2p.m.
Chicano Resource Center
Call 246-2565.

Chinese Campus Fellowship
Bible Study 2:30p.m.-5p.m.
Student
Union,
Council
Chambers. Call 225-2224.

Muslim Student Association
Salat-ullummah, guest !ma
Yousef,
Ybusef, 10:15a.m.-2p.m.
Industrial Studies Bldg., Rm.
113. Call 448-8212.

Chinese Campus Fellowship
Bible Study 2:30p.m.-5p.m.
Student
Union,
Council
Chambers, Call 225-2224.

San Jose Folk Dance Club
Class-All
Folkdance
In el
Request
Night
8p.n).10:30p.m. Spartan Complex
Rm.89, Womens Gym.
Call 293-1302.

Gay and Lesbian Faculty and
Staff Asiodation
Luncheon Meeting 11:45a.m.1:15p.m. Employee Cafeteria,
Alumni Rm. Call 924-3116.

KSJS 90.5 FM
Public Affairs Prognumning
Da
Undagi mid (Project
Sound), 2a.ni.-6a.m. F:scencia,
I 2n oott- I p.m. Live Jazz Hour,
5p.m.-6p.m. Sports Weekly,
6p.m.-7p.m. Call 97A-fri31.

SUNDAY
Alpha Phi Omega
General Meeting 6p.m.
Square
Washington
Itm.109. Call 924-6626.

Hall

Catholic Campus Ministry
Sunday Mass 6p.m. 195 E.San
Fen i)uido St. Call 938-1610.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Sunday Mass 8p.m. St. Joseph
Cathedral San Fernando &
Market. Call 938-1610.
KSJS 90.5 FM
Public Affairs Programming
Giants of jazz, 12noosi-lp.m.
Live Jazz Hour, 5p.m.-6p.m.
Sound Bytes, 6p.m.-7p.m.
Call 955-4831.
Lambda Sigma Gamma Eta
Pledge
Class Car Wash
Fundraiser 9a.m.-3p.m.
BP Gas Station, Santa Teresa &
&TIM!. Sj. Call 994-5599.
Lutheran Student Fellowship
AGAPE- Praise and Study
Time 7p.m.-8:30p.m. First
Immanuel Lutheran Church
Call 924-8031.

Erdries will not be published utiles a specific time, date, place of event and phone number is given.
Sparta Guide is tree! And available to students. faculn. & staff associations Deadline is ipni two days before publiiatinn Forms
:wadable at DBH 209. Entries maybe edited to allow for spate restrictions.
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School bus hijacked;
suspect killed by police
MIMi41 BLAU’
Al()
A
hijacker with a grudge against the
IRS commandeered a u hool bus
Thursday, taking 11 disabled children and two adults on a harrowing ride before police shot hint to
death.
The man, who claimed to have a
bomb, led dozens of police cruisers along two major highways,
finally (lit e( ting the school bus’
regular di ly er to Joe’s Stone Crab,
a popular restaurant where he
worked as a waiter.
During the 15-mile chase, police
tried to negotiate with him. When
that failed, they fired at least three
shots, ending the 75-minute standoff.
"My information is he was not
shot in the bus, he was shot in the
doorway," said Pat Brickman, a
Metro-Dade police spokesman.
"The bus driver said she felt threatened because the subject, when he
argued with her, he would reach
inside his jacket. She thought he
might shoot her."
Television video showed police
swarming around the bus’s front
door and then dragging the suspect away. By late morning, the suspect’s bloody body lay in an alley
near the restaurant covered with a
yellow tarp.
Police said the hijacker, who
worked as a waiter at Joe’s restaurant and had some tax dispute
with the Internal Revenue Service,
told police he had a bomb and
threatened to blow up the bus.
Police said they determined after-

Ai
About 15 cops jumped on top of him They
dragged him onto the sidewalk and just dropped him ...
Eyewitness

99
taken to a hospital for an insulin
shot, they said.
Jesse Dunwoody, administrator
of the South Pointe Manor nursing borne across the street front
the restaurant, said he and 10
staffers watched the drama.
"I was up on the roof and I
heard the shots. As soon as we
heard the gunshots we all pulled
back" Dui moody said.
Another witness, who was not
identified. told WSVN-TV he
heard lour or five shots.
"About 15 cops jumped on top
of him," the witness said. "He was
bleeding from the upper right
shoulder and it looked like from
the stomach area. They dragged
him onto the sidewalk and just
dropped httic The officers told
everyone to step back, I think,
because they (bought he had a
bomb on him."
another
Fernandez.
Ralph
Metro-Dade police spokesman,
said the man pushed his way past a
woman trying to put her disabled
child on at a scheduled stop.
"She was helping put the child
on the bus," Fernandez said.

ward that tin device strapped to
his body was 11,4 a bomb.
schools
Dark:
County
Superintendent Octavio Visiedo
said 11 students fourth- to sixth graders were on the bus, along
with the bus driver and an aide.
The c hildren, described as "special needs" students, hugged their
parents and wept at an emotional
reunion just before midday at Blue
Lakes Elia net itais School.
(f he hildren, 7-year-old
Brim,
ales, was interviewed as
he was ititijited with his family and
iiiili
say the hijacker was "a
would
bad per., "
Henn F raind, a county schools
spokesman, said the children and
the two school employees escaped
serious injury.
"Fortunately, today we were
lucks nobody was harmed," Fraind
said.
But .it least one student was cut
by flying glass from a window that
was broken when the suspect was
shot, and the student was taken to
a hospital. officials at the scene
said.
The aide, a diabetic, also was

Berkeley company restores lost libraries of Tibet
knowledge is here," says Sylvia
Gretchen of Dharma Publishing,
which is showcasing its efforts with
a new exhibit, "Sacred Art and
Books of Tibet."
The numbers behind the display, which runs through February’
25, are daunting.
There are 755 atlas-sized volumes encompassing 35,973 texts
written by I ,a42 authors. The collectioit includes the General
Tibetan Buddhist Canon, known
as the Kanjur and Tanjur, and the
Nyingma Canon, Great Treasures

Lined up it)
BERKELEY (AP)
row after row of gold-stamped
order, their elegant bindings
bathed in a soft amber glow, the
vast collection of books projects an
aura of serene scholarship.
But behind the newly published
volumes lies a tale of tragedy and
loss, of sacred manuscripts smuggled to freedom and rescued from
the detritus of a pillaged culture.
This book-lined room is the
result of a 25-year mission to recreate the lost libraries of Tibet.
"The basic structure of Tibetan

of Ancient Teachings.
The exhibit also includes art
reproductions of more than 400
images, believed to be larger than
any one museum or Tibetan collection anywhere.
The collection serves two purposes to send books back to the
Tibetans (60,000 volumes so far,
more planned) and to make the
body of knowledge available for
research libraries.
For display purposes, the books,
which are hand-hound works of art
and also in Tibetan, stay on the

shelves. The exhibit also includes
video presentations, photographs,
printed time lines and docent
tours to introduce the history of
Buddhism.
Stories behind the manuscripts
that went into the books are dramatic. Some were smuggled out by
monks fleeing across the bleak
slopes of the Himalayas, braving
gut ifire and starvation.
"They had a choice between carnit tg books and food," says
( cai hen "Some of them carried
iii Is
vii ksand they died, unfortu-

The compat iy. which moved to
the United States in 1970, is nonprofit and staffed by volunteers
with Tulku serving as director.
Publishing and donation efforts
are funded by sales of other books,
including a number of English-language books about Buddhism.
Dharma Publishing also prints
long strips of paper covered with
mantras (prayers) coded inside
copper prayer wheels. The wheels.
which look a bit like a copper
drum mounted on a short wooden
stick, can be spun around.

nately. Some of them carried only
books ,u id they silt its ed.Other pie«, kci i
found in
museums and libtai its as well as
more unexpected places, such as
the Itith-century sacred painting
found rolled up and tucked beside
a stash of logs next to the owner’s
fireplace.
Dharma Publishing traces its
roots back to 1962, when exiled
Tibetan lama Tarthang Tulku
founded it small press in India to
begin publishing texts brought out
of Tibet after the Chinese invaded.

Earthquake policy pits safety against finance
LOS ANGELES (AP) A big
quake may not wait for the state
to identify and fortify its most
earthquake-vulnerable buildings
by the year 2020, a top building
official told lawmakers Thursday.
Warren
O’Brien of the
of
Association
California
Building Officials was among
those testifying at a hearing of
the Senate Committee on
Housing and Land Use. The
committee is considering a
report prepared at the request of
Gov. Pete Wilson after the 1994
Northridge earthquake in a
search for ways to lessen damage
during the next seismic disaster.
The report recommends lawmakers adopt mandatory hazard-

reducing programs by the year
2000, and reduce unacceptable
hazards by 2020.
"These are unacceptable dates
if you’re really serious," said
O’Brien, who was the top building official in Los Angeles during
the Northridge quake.
O’Brien said seismologists predict a devastating quake could
very well hit before the requirements are ever in place.
"If it comes, these buildings
aren’t going to be here in 2020
to repair," he said.
A report released in January
by the Southern California
Earthquake Center said there
was an 86 percent chance that a
magnitude-7 or stronger quake

would hit by 2424.
The Northridge earthquake,
on Jan. 17, 1994, had a magnitude of 6.7. It caused $20 billion
in damage. killed 61 people and
left at least 9,000 injured.
Sen. Toni Campbell, R-Los
Altos, the committee’s chairman,
said recommendations from the
report will probably appear in
bills introduced during the second half of the legislative session.
The dilemma of earthquakerelated policymaking is that it
pits public safety against business: the better a structure can
withstand an earthquake, the
more expensive it is to build.
Maryann Phipps, president of
Engineers
Structural
the
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encourage them to pay for better
designs.
But Geoffrey Ely, president of
the
Building Owners and
Managers Association, said such
incentives are too expensive and
added that costs increase significantly when codes are stricter.
"hi many cases you are
increasing costs by order of magnitude," he said. "The effect of
that may be an economic one
that is very difficult for the state."
He also pointed out that even
the "fully operational" standard
is not foolproof.
"All buildings have some capability of failing," he said.

Association of California, said it’s
possible to design buildings on
several levels.
Currently, building codes are
designed to preserve life, she
said. But she added that the
knowledge exists to make structures fully operational in the
aftermath of a major quake
the standard currently in place
for nuclear plants.
"Our building codes tight now
identify one level of performance," Phipps said. "There is
an opportunity to do better than
that,
She added that building owners will need incentives, such as
tax breaks, low-interest loans, or
reduced insurance premiums, to
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Collector finds rare Mantle autographed card
is a’, sonicVISALIA (A1’) It
how fitting that Nick Jones should

open a pack of baseball cards and
find himself staring at Mickey
Mantle’s autograph.
Jones. who discovered the rare
autographed card in a pack of
Upper Deck Heroes, has a monrage of art featuring Mantle and
ex-Yankees pitcher Whitey Ford
hanging over his bed. Artwork and
photos featuring Babe Ruth, Lou
Gehrig and other baseball legends
also hang on his walls.
"He doesn’t really care much
about the Ken Griffeys and Frank
Thomases of the world," said Jack
Moore, co-owner of the Press
Boxx, where Jones bought the
pack. "’He really likes the older
ballplayers, so it’s neat that he got
it. Most kids his age don’t have an

THE FREDDY JON.c5 BANi

tittle’s IS pat

appi et laticiti d die "Met lkiltplas-

eight lioi,ititi

ers. Most kids his age wouki have
asked who Mickey Mantle was."
Not Jones, a I6-year-old high
school sophomore who has been
collecting baseball cards since his
grandmother got him started eight
years ago.
"This is the first time I’ve got an
autographed card out of a pack,"
Jones said. "I bought eight packs,
and it was the second card in the
second pack."
Moore placed the card’s value at
$275.
"The chances were probably
one itt a million that I’d get this
card," Jones said. "He only signed
a thousand of them."
Moore broke down the odds
more precisely.
"There’s one autograph in every

in a box," he said. "That’s one in
384 packs that has an autograph.
And then there’s other people
who have signed autographs ...
The odds you would get a Mantle
are astronomical. This card was
randomly inserted in the packs by
the compaiu."
The card features a black-andwhite action photo of Mantle with
a close-up of his face inset in the
lower right-hand corner. It came
with a certificate of authenticity’
which .lones mounted along with
tlte card between two pieces of
hard, thick transparent plastic.
Jones said it’s the most valuable
card in his collection of more than
60,000, although he does have a
1961 card of Mantle’s teammate.
Roger Mans, that goes for $180.
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Singer Barry White hospitalized, cancels Soul Train appearance
LOS AN( ;ELES (Al’) Rhtsihttrt
and blues singer Barry White was
hospitalized with "serious flu symptoms," forcing him to cancel an
appearance on a Soul Train
anniversary special, his publicist
said.
The legendary recording artist,
known to his fans as the "Love
Man," was admitted to a Las Vegas
hospital early this week to undergo
testing for his symptoms, said
A&M Records publicist Diana

Bat on.
White, 51, had just returned to
his Nevada home from a 13-month
tour to promote his new album.
"The Icon is Love," she said. The
tour covered 22 countries.
"He had all the symptoms of
exhaustion and the flu," Baron
said. "Rumors that his illness is
more serious are completely
unfounded."
Tropical diseases have been
ruled out after a specialist was
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hi ought in, she said.

Baron said White was expected
to Ix. released by the weekend.
White was supposed to tape
"Soul Train’s 2ath Anniversary
Hall of Fame Special" Thursday
evening.
Sonic of White’s hits include,
"Can’t Get Enough of %bur Love,
Bahr," "You’re the First, the Last,
Mir I rivaling" And the grammynomiii.itial "Practice What You
Pte.’) It
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Cadet

p.

PHOTO BY JAY L. CLENDENIN SPARTAN DAILY
Karen Wang, the top academic cadet in her class, practices her speech in the bathroom. She presented the speech to the more than 40
famiiy members and guests attending the graduation ceremony.
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From page 1
lit UM, A cadet advIsci 1,1 the
prognUll back in its early yea’ s.
Since its start in 1980, the Police
Cadet prograin at SJSU has grown
to play an instrumental role in the
(lady activities of the UPD, Lowe
said.
"The department could not do
the job it does s%ithout the cadet
program," Lowe sun I.
Cadet Li Shawls Anderson
agreed. "Cadets are the eyes and
ears of the department," he said.
"We’re trained tibservers."
Sometimes, a cadet learns what
it’s like to feel the adrenaline flow
when responding to a stressful situation alone. Pack recalled a recent
Saturday night event where people
looked to her for help.
"A person got hurt and I was
right there," she said. She had to
use some of the first-aid skills
taught in the cadet program. At
the same time, she was "getting
information to dispatch" about
what was going on.
Student cadets are hired every
semester, although the department consistently maintains 30
cadets on its roster. Applicants are
subject to a series of tests. including a written exam and a physical
agility test, and an extensive background check, looking for "anything negative," Anderson said.
Potential cadets also sit before
board members, made up of UPD
leaders, who ask questions and test
the applicant’s common sense "stuff that can’t be taught,"
Anderson said.
Upon acceptance into the program, cadet candidates spend 40
hours, spread over a five-week period, preparing for the job in an inhouse academy where they learn
such skills as first-aid, CPR, safety.
foot patrol, defensive driving,
crimilial law, arrest techniques and
vehicle-stopping procedures.
After graduating from the in-

house academy, candidates work
in the field directly with a senior
cadet for another 40-hour Fteriod,
learning basic job responsibilities
and applying the practical skills
taught at the academy. After this
time period is over, the candidates
bet (floe cadets.
Anderson said the main duty of
cadets is patrolling the campus,
either on foot or on a bike. Cadets
also write parking tickets, lock
buildings at night, do background
research for detectives and occasionally testify in court about a particular case.
Pak prefers to patrol on foot,
although she acknowledges the
quicker response time of a bike
patrol.
"The advantage (of walking) is
you get closer attention with the
community," Pack said. "People
are more likely to ask questions or
ask for help."
Cadets have gone on to a variety
of careers in law enforcement, said
Lowe, who has tracked the success
rate of cadets obtaining jobs after
graduation at 80 to 85 percent.
Many former cadets now work as
police officers not only in San Jose
and surrounding cities, but also in
cities like Los Angeles and Fresno.
One former cadet is even a member of the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police, Lowe said.
UPD Chief Ric Abeyta pointed
out the SJSU cadet program has
been a model for other universities
across the country.
"I have received no fewer than
15 to 20 requests asking about our
programs," he said. Most importantly, Abeyta said, the cadet is
yards and yards ahead of someone
with no practical law enforcement
experience.
"It’s definitely a plus on their
resume," he said.

Graduation
From page 1
graduates will now move on to 40
hours of on-the-job training.
spending an additional four hours
driving with a campus police officer, and another four hours working in dispatch.
The program is based on voluntarism and is an in-house project.
Cadets such as Hansen and campus officers offer their expertise
pertaining to their particular field
of training.
Sgt. Jim Renelle was part of the
SJSU program between 1985-’87
and returned to work as a campus
officer.
"This program is really about
communication and how one is
perceived in uniform. By the time
they are done with the program
they’ll know whether or not they
want to go into law enforcement,"
Renelle said.
Graduate Cadet Jeff Reed, who
is majoring in criminal law, said
the program offers a building
block for his career.
"I recommend this to anyone
who wants to get their feet wet,
while still considering other
careers," he said.
Top academic student Cadet
Karen Wang, who recently transferred to SJSU, hopes the program
will help her choose which direction of law she would like to fol-

id
We are not trained to
get involved in any
entanglements, but
report problems to the
campus police.
Jeff Hansen
Police cadet Lt.

ff
low. Wang said she was proud of
all her fellow graduate cadets and
thought the instruction was excellent.
According to Hansen, the
cadets are the "eyes and ears of
the department."
"We re not trained to get
involved in any entanglements,
but rather to observe and report
problems to the campus police,"
Hansen said.
Police Officer Tim Villarica said
the cadet graduates have about an
80 percent chance to find a job in
law enforcement. Villarica said
there are people who completed
the program now working in various levels of law enforcement
throughout the United States and
Canada.
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Cadet Steve Vandegraaf is surrounded by rushing cadets and post-ceremony party supplies n the
locker room of the police station as they get ready tor the graduation ceremony.

Contraception
The Law
School
Experience
What’s it really like? At these free sessions, some of the Bay Area’s
top law professors will talk legal education and areas of specialization. You’ll also learn how to apply for Fall ’96. Deadline is
April 15; February LSAT scores accepted.

Los Altos
Saturday November 11
10:00 am - noon
Golden Gate University Los Altos Campus
5050 El Camino Real Room 2

School of Law
For more information all 415 442.6630
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From page 1
and progestin, ingredients also
used in some birth control pills.
"The risks and side effects of the
Morning After Pills are similar to
birth control pills," Okamoto said.
But because of the lower dosage of
the pills, there is a lower risk of
side effects.
A "fairly common" and temporary side effect is nausea, which
affects one-third of women who
take the pills. Headaches, breast

tenderness, dizziness and fluid
retention are among the "less cornmoil" temporary side effects. In
rare cases vomiting may occur.
According to an informational
flier provided by Health Services
regarding the Morning After Pill, it
"has demonstrated that they work
well, and no serious health problems resulting from their use have
been reported."
The same flier states that in rare
cases, women may experience
blood clots in the legs or lungs,

heart attack, stroke, liver damage,
liver tumor, gallbladder disease
and high blood pressure.
A treatment of four pills costs $6
at Student Health Services. The
price at Planned Parenthood is
from $10 and $12, which doesn’t
include the cost of the pregnancy
test and clinical consultation.
Although the pills are provided
for
a
low
price,
neither
Cunningham nor Okamoto see an
increase of its use over other forms
of contraceptives. Okamoto attrib-

utes this to an uninformed society,
whereas Cumiiiigham sites the timing needed to lake the pills.
"But it is not a way to run your
contraceptive life," Cunningham
said. "Mess need to take responsibility too."
For more information, call
Planned Parenthood at (408) 2770777.

Young Rollerblade businessman killed; death kept secret for days
SAN LUIS OBISPO (AP) A
rollerhlade company entrepreneur
was accidentally killed, and his
friend kept the body and death a
secret for days before telling
authorities, his lawyer and officials
said Thursday.
Tyler Kay Hutchison, 25, of San
Clemente died of a single bullet
wound to the head, according to
coroner’s reports. Hutchison was
co-founder of Newport Beachbased Bolderblades Inc., which
sold rollerblade wheels.
The shooting remained an open
case Thursday. Hutchison died
Sunday.
Sheriff’s investigators are probing the story of Mark Westwick.
The 23-year-old Avila Beach resi-

dent has hired attorney Melvin de
la Moue of San Luis Obispo.
Westwick had been questioned but
was not arrested, said sheriff’s IA.
Scott Thompson. Thompson did
not have details on the case.
According to de la Motte,
Westwick and Hutchison were
drinking beer and watching the
World Series game late Saturday at
Westwick’s Avila Beach home,
when Westwick showed Hutchison
a new semiautomatic pistol he
recently bought.
Westwick, his attorney added,
left to retrieve more beers in the
kitchen. Whets he returned, de la
Motte said, Hutchison was spitsning the gun with his finger in the
trigger casing. Westwick "told him

that was not a good idea. As he was
pulling it away, he said smnething
about, ’It could go off,’ and it did,
de la Motte said.
After
the
weapon
fired,
Westwick "went into shock," and
did not call 911, his attorney said.
"He had paramedic training and
he knew Isis friend was dead and
he went into shock."
When Westwick realized what
had happened, he placed the body
in a sleeping bag thinking he
could take Hutchimin to a hospital.
then he dragged the corpse to his
garage, Westwick’s attorney said.
Westwick called his mother
Sunday, who told him to call
police. But Westwick thought that
Hutchison’s relatives should find

out first, so he took "Tyler’s
belongings and placed them its
Tyler’s vehicle and drove to Tyler’s
grandparents house
in San
Clemente," de la Motte said.
But Westwick got as far as the
freeway
near
Los
Angeles
International Airport Sunday
whets he decided it was getting
dark and he was doing the wrong
thing, the lawyer said. Westwick
checked into a motel and early
Monday told his mother he was
coming home and that she should
pick him up in Oxnard. He took a
cab to Oxnard, his mother picked
him up and they met with his stepfather and de la Motte, the attorney said.
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LEFT: Brazilian vocalist, Claudia Villela, pleased the ears of students Wednesday afternu,- r, the Student Union Amphitheater.
Villela’s vocal range and the up -beat tempo other ensemble lifted the spirits of the small or ,wd

ABOVE: The threat of bad weather caused Claudia Villela and her Jazz ensemble to be moved inside the Student Union
Wednesday afternoon.

Quiet spell boosts California economy
LOS
ANGELES
(Al’)
Southern California’s tourist industry is basking in a two-year disasterfree period.
For a change, the catastrophes
have been elsewhere: Wave after
wave of hurricanes have battered
the East Coast; Earthquakes have
jarred Mexico and Japan; Riots
have rocked Tahiti; Bombings have
terrorized France.
Aside from flooding and mudslides last winter, Los Angeles and
the surrounding region have
enjoyed a relatively quiet period
following a series of calamities in
the early 1990s,
In April and May of 1992, rioting ignited by the verdicts in the
first Rodney King trial left 55 dead
and 2,383 injured and caused $1

billion in damage in I is Angeles.
Wildfires ill 1993 raged thonigh
six Southern C alitor iii., ilitities,
killing lout and limning 1200,
il nemly 21)M000
structures
acres. The lir esiiliii led another
$1 billion iii lamage.
The lima,’ \ 1994 Northridge
earthquake killed 61 people and
left at Ira,’ t.000 injured, and
caused $20 billion in damage.
"The angle we see it from is
there was a period of time when
we got mot e than our share of
those things m
row," said John
Heinritz, nim Liking director for
the Los Angeles Convention and
Visitors Bureau.
"People always thought it 1,11
just L.A. But when it happen,
other illTaS. no realize Oita

really nowhere you (an g ii the
country without the p0551)11 lily of
something happening to you,
thanks to
Mother Nature,"
Heinritz said.
He expects 22.2 million people
will visit the uuv in 1995, about the
same numbet posted last year. The
bureau had projected a 2 percent
increase this year, hut a sour
Mexican econotin kept tourists
from that count -s home :aid drove
the total down. Ileinrit2 said.
Hotel occupani y rates in Los
Angeles, Orange and San Diego
counties are up this year. And Los
Angeles returned this summer and
fall to the list of the top five U.S.
travel destinations booked by travel agents, according to the
American Society of Travel Agents.

Natural ut manmade disasters
had kept I. s ngeles out of the
top five for two years, said Steve
Loucks, a spokesman for the
group.
Bob
Gault,
president
of
Universal Studios Hollywood, said
Los Angeles still suffers from a
safety image problem.
"I don’t think that raises anybody’s comfort !cad about Los
Angeles as a place to bring your
family" Gault said. Blit, la added:
Its getting better the tat tiler we
get away from the earthquake and
the tires and everything."
Tourism is also helping along
the
recovery
of
Southern
California’s economy. said Jack
Kyser, a Los Angeles e,,Hinmist.

Lawyers against teen’s arrest for using racial slurs
RF.DD1NG (AP) When a 13year-old Live Oak Sr hool student
was arrested for allegedly making
racial slurs, police and school
administrators said it was necessary’
to maintain order and send a
strong message against racism.
But some legal experts take a
dimmer view of the boy’s arrest,
saying that calling someone
names, even offensive ones, is not
a crime and in fact is constitutionally protected.
"The whole philosophy of the
First Amendment is that you
achieve nothing by sealing people’s lips," said James Lynch, a

olden Sacramento attoHn
dates on constituntimil 1.ases.
We tend to let people spout off,
Mid that’s good for society," Lynch
said. "In the marketplace of ideas,
if someone comes off as a crackpot, people tend to ignore him."
The Redding-area boy, who is
white, allegedly made racial insults
toward a 12-year-old Hispanic student before being arrested last
Thursday. He spent the night in
Juvenile. Hall and was released
Friday, according to the Shasta
County Probation Department.
Chief Probation Officer Frank
Sauer said his department would

decide whether to send the I ise to
the district attorney heir u se,
Police Chief Bob Man ken,hip
said he would encourage oh fa its
to use the civil rights laa I., slop
racial harassment if p is iitors
determine it is appropii.o,
"Freedom of spee,11 is .1 great
thing, and I think we need , pron.( I I hat," said Blankensh it, "In a
leatimig environment,
ailing
other people racial names with an
intent to create violence is not
appropriate."
Live
Oak
Pi nit ipal
Shirt
Schmidt agreed.
the school

Commission agrees to study state ferret ban
SAN DIEGO
State Fish
commissioners
Game
and
weaseled out of making a decision
Thursday to lift a ban on ferrets,
agreeing only to study the environmental impact of the fury critters
as household pets.
500,000
estimated
An
Californians keep the animals
despite state rules, which took
effect in 1933. California, Hawaii
and Massachusetts are the only
states that ban the weasel-like creatures.
"I don’t own a ferret :it’d probably never will," Assemblyman Jan
Goldsmith, R-Poway, told commis
sinners. "But I am opposed 1,, ii g
illations that waste our mimes
We’re wasting millions of dollar,
chasing ferrets."
Wildlife officials argued domestic ferrets could be abandoned, get
loose, reproduce and threaten
California’s fragile habitats and
indigenous imimals.
"Even a neutered male could
prey on natural wildlife," said
Terry Mansfield, chief of the Fish
and Game Department’s Wildlife
"The
Division.
Management
cumulative effect is a very serious
one."
Unwanted ferrets could end up
in coastal wildlife preserve’s, where
they might prey on birds and small
mammals, Mansfield said. they
could also threaten the state’s
poultry mid agriculture industries

Ile said.
Dozens of 1(11,11.a’, pia keel the
sometimes emoni ai a. three-tan!’"
meeting, arguing their pets are
like wild poodles dotnesticated
for thousands of years and can’t
survive outside a warm home and a
caring inviter.
Ferret owners also said their pets
are less aggressive than dogs and
less likely to carry rabies. "If ferrets
could sue for libel, they would
have a very strong case," said Floyd
Carley of the California Domestic
Ferret Association.
C ;ante wardens were
also

.t used of wasting taxpa% yrs’
money and being WI) iiggic,iNt in
enttilug the ban.
Janet \Veber, a Fresno resident
who lie -sec owned a ferret. mai lolly
told ii imrrmissioners she was sialked
for days after it game air dell
tl
girt she possessed the illegal
"Everyday is hell I sulk ont my
door, 1 woody’ if thet e’s anyone
stalking rue," said \Veber, who
spent $1,600 to defend herself
against the drargis

BiroilL1A-Ru
Brewhouse & Eatery
Innovative, fresh seafood, steak,
pork, chicken, salads, and pasta
served for lunch and dinner daily.
The bar features award -winning
beers including Porter, Pale Ale,
ESB and a seasonal favorite. Live
entertainment Thursday through
Sunday.

111 South Murphy Avenue Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 733-7824FAX (408) 733-8969
http: //www.los-gatos.ca.us/stoddards.html

117S111777171,1111 9111111

prohibit, I acial putdowns" and
that tla attested student had been
oiniseled against making such
instills before.
"If we allow racist remarks to just
stand and not do anything about
it, then we could have a major
Nowlin." she said. "This is riot typis, hIsat d bullying. There are
iids that are int endiary."
Redding defense lamer John
KU( CI.1 .11fl maintaining school
dist q le is impot ail ii II is reasonable, tot example, to punish somebody who speaks out in class
because it’s disruptive to the class
as a whi mle. he said.

It’s the source
of your nightmares,
unreasonable fears,
upsets and any
insecurity.

The unconscious,
subconscious
or reactive mind
underlies and
enslaves man.

Get rid of your
reactive mind.
Buy and read

METE
TIE MOOEIN SCIENCE Of MINIM 1E1111
by L. Ron Hubbard
Dianetics contains
discoveries heralded
as greater than
the wheel or fire.

$6.99 paperback.
Get your copy today at
the Spartan Shops
Distribution Center,
San Jose State
University
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Brian Roche makes his own laws on the field
become a CI HigieSSInan."
And when Roche wasn’t in the courtroom this summer dabbling in murder
trials and three strike cases, the senior
tight end was preparing for his final
football season at San Jose State
University.
"He’s a big target, he has good hands
and we can get him the ball on the
underneath stuff," said SJSU head
coach John Ralston. "He’s a solid performer and he has been a real factor
on our football season."
And the "solid performer" has posted numbers placing him 12th in the
nation and at the top of the Big West
Conference with 51 receptions and 566
yards. He has moved into the Spartan
history books as the only tight end to
have two back-to-back 30 reception seasons and the most receptions (86) by
an SJSU tight end.
Roche also had his best performance, and the best for any SJSU tight
end, against San Diego State with 11
receptions and 114 yards.
"He’s a great possession guy," quarterback Carl Dean said. "He s accountable for making big plays."
Roche got his beginnings as a tight
end his freshman year. In fact, Roche, a
free safety in high school, had never
played offense before coming to SJSU.
He transferred from Cal Poly San Luis
Obispo as a walk on.
"I was too tall and skinny to play free
safety in college," he recalls. "But they
knew I could run and catch so they
thought tight end would be a good
position for me."
And as the walk-on has become a fixture on the Spartan offense, the transi-

By Eddie Zacapa
Spartan Daily Sniff Writer

It’s just after 5 p.m ...id Brian Roche
is asking Marcia Clark .111,1 Christopher
Darden questions. The communications/pre-law major is completing 100
hours of court observance over the
summer for his graduation requirements and he isn’t going to waste a
minute of his time.
"He was talking to some of the
lawyers and giving them suggestions,"
said his uncle superior Court Judge
Steve Suzikawa, who got Roche seats to
the O.J. Simpson case. "He didn’t hesitate to ask questions about why they did
certain things."
"It was a real honor," Roche said.
"Law has always been something that
has interested me. 1 would like to
attend law school and eventually

ROCHE

lion that Roche may have to adjust to
now may be the prospect of playing in
the NFI"It would be an honor just to get
there," Roche said. "Even if I am the
last pick in the last round I would still
say it would be the happiest day of my
life."
And Roche may not have to worry
about being last as many coaches and
recruiters have speculated he may go in
the early rounds.
"I think he’ll have an outstanding
professional career," Ralston said. "And
we think in the next four weeks he’ll
get even better."
That’s the mentality he has carried
for five years, not only on the field but
in the classroom. Roche, who is graduating this December, has been a scholar athlete every semester at SJSU and
holds a 3.25 GPA.
After watching the O.J. Simpson trial
and a couple three strike cases, Roche
has not given up on the judicial system,
or society, despite believing O.J. is:
"Guilty."
"I think that right now there is a big
problem with the homeless," the future
congressman said. "I think there are a
lot of problems with education; and
the reason why society is so screwed up
with crime is that kids are not getting
the proper education. So, that’s something I would like to change."
And the verdict from his superior
court judge uncle on his future in law
and politics: He’s a gutsy kid, he has a
good focus on what he wants to do
going for what he wants instead of sitting back he’ll be successful in whatever he does."

Spartans play for pride against Arkansas State
the leltoveis 01 the season and Waving
for something more.
"Were playing for pride," SJSU senior
wide receiver Brian Lundy said. "This is
it the last three games of your life."
The Spartans (2-6 overall, 1-2 in the
Big West Conference) are looking to
add a "w" to their winning column as
they face Arkansas State (3-5, 1-3) this
Saturday at 1:30 p.m. at Indian
Stadium, Jonesboro, Ark.
SJSU’s two Big West losses have been
18-17 loss, to Northern Illinois (a con -

By Eddie Zacapa
Spartan Daily Staff Write,

PHOTOS BY JEFF CHIT; SPARTAN DAILY
S.JSu6, an Roche leads the Spartans with 51 receptions and 566 yards He also
5,ivefai SJSU football records.

The San Jose State University football team’s hopes of going to the Las
Vcios Bowl dimmed last week, but
in ’t blow out the candle on these guys
just yet.
After suffering a heartbreaking 32-30
loss to the University of the Pacific, that
came in the final seconds as UOP’s
Tyrone Watley floated act, ,s. he goal
line, the Spartans arc
I king up

’,lice title «intender), and last
it, el.’s two-point loss to UOP.
"It wasn’t in the cards," Ralston said
of the two losses.
If the cards had shifted a bit for the
Spartans, they might be undefeated in
the Big West, but now the team that
could have been, is looking to end the
season on somewhat of a high note.
"Every game we play a little better,"
defensive tackle Erik Michaels said. "We
just got to go out and keep playing, go
out and give it our all."

F3otball Flashbacks

SJSU football team plays an away game
By Da,, ‘,..whouse
NoolrWFAlitatt.
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flit’ lilt Ut tl% 111.1kt, 111C Shudder
32 %ears later. I c ouldn’t see their
hi/ es, hilt 111(1 1,(.11. Whistling at us,
and 111111 *A111,111, t( Inied across
iii

It was the kind ,,f whistle that
inei, make .11 [netts women on
,ct , .1111(1, Ail at ii ,ss this coon1111. tins tins limit Whistling at
T hosOlt

111IN iii’. San Q11(111111.
rlit. I.,111.111 W.1% different in

I.1,,; I,

_nut

a seanumber
tl it’ I games oft lilt bands, with
-a lew lingers to spit. Freshmen
play on him sir sits. but they
pitied prison teams.
Freshman football still existed,
and at San Jose State, the
Spartababes wi mild tip their ’63
season at San Quentin. They won’t
likely ever fidget that experience.
AN these IT. and 18-year-olds
st trostilltled
1111111 the

walked across that otherwise empty
courtyard, they heard those "wolf"
whistles emanating from exeral
tiers of prison cells. !could see the
fear on the faces of these voting
men.
I could also feel the pounding in
my heart. I was older, a 24-year-old
Air Force veteran and a San Jose
State senior. But I was just like
those freshmen, feeling more vulnerable than I had ever felt before.
There was no way for the
Spartababes to prepare for San
Quentin, or for that matter, San
Quentin’s football team. San
Quentin played only a home
schedule, for obvious reasons.
Thus the inmates weren’t as easy to
Sc, lit AS other opponents. You just
didn ’t drop into San Quentin to
wan h football.
Sait Quentin’s nickname was the
Pirates, when Bad Views Bears
might have been more appropriate. The Pirates were in their 20s
and 30s. Del Batts, their star tail-

back, was 31. For all the
Spartababes, knew, Batts might
have been a 10-year San Quentin
football "letterman."
Were there murderers phning
for the Pirates? San Quentin had a
definite psychological edge on
opponents.
"The most scary part," recalled
Les Davis, one of the Spartababes
coaches that day, "was getting
dressed in that locker room, which
was like a cage. These prisoners,
really could only cutter and leave
the locker room as a group.
"The good part was that the prisoners appreciated us coming. They
thanked us personally. They couldn’t really get too many games,
because there were no other
prison teams. But the prisoners
played cleanly. That’s why we
played them two, three times.’
San Quentin’s football program
was extremely organized. Threehundred inmates participated in
touch football, and the best 50

players from that group formed
the prison football teatn, which
offense
ran the single wing the
ofJohn Dillinger’s era.
"They were big, muscle-found
guys who weren’t really good athletes," said Davis. "But Del Batts
was a stud, tie gave us a hands
full."
The game itself was a heist.
Heavy I iii fell throughout the
game, giving the Pirates a definite
home-field advantage. They scored
the first three touchdowns, off San
Jose State turnovers, under the surguards
armed
veillance
of
patrolling the high gray walls surrounding the muddy field.
On the Spartababes first possession, Don Buckingham was back to
punt, but the center snap traveled
all of one yard before it stuck in
the mud. The Pirates recovered on
San Jose’s 23, setting up Paso
Navarro’s six-yard touchdown pass
to George Pettit. Armed robbery.
Interestingly, after that score
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and whenever the Pirates made a
big play, their fellow inmates in the
stands booed. Conversely, when
San Jose made something happen,
like Gary Stepansky’s 90-yard kickoff return for a touchdown, the
inmates cheered.
May this had something to do
with rooting for the outside.
Only there were more boos that
cheers this November afternoon.
Buckingham had a punt blocked,
with a Pirate falling on the ball at
San Jose’s 23. Five plays later,
Navarro scored from a yard out.
Breaking and entering.
San Quentin then recovered a
Jose
fumble
at
the
San
Spartababes’ 41, and Batts scored
the very next play on a sweep
around right encl. Hit and run.
With 30 seconds left in the
game, the Spartababes scored on
five-yard
run.
Larry
Myers’
However, it was too little, too late
as San Quentin won, 18-12.
The playing conditions were so

BY DANA SUMMERS

DAILY COMICS

1

at San Quentin
bad, that neither team scored a
conversion.
Inside those prison walls, the
Spartababes, finished their season
with a 4-2-1 record. The inmates
ended up at 3-3. All the
Spartababes wanted to do was get
back to San Jose.
"We were supposed to eat at the
prison afterwards," said Davis, "but
we ate box lunches on the bus ride
back."
Those who had any stomach left
for digestion.

Dave Nrwhou se is now a sports
win n ist far the Oakland
Triburw/Alamola .Vrwspaper Group.
lie has antlurred time hooks,
is currently working on his first novel,
and ha.s exprrienre in radio and
teletwon as a sports taTh show
hose and panelist.
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Tennis squad opens season by hosting nation’s top teams
SJSU faces top-ranked
Cal and Stanford
Li)
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By Ginger McDonald
sewn. Way soff wow,
SJSU will host the best in collegiate tennis during the Rolex
Intercollegiate Regional Northern
California
Men’s
Tennis
Tournament, this weekend at
Spartan courts.
The nation’s two top collegiate
teams - Stanford University and

University of California at Berkeley
will compete in the four-day event
along with 11 other universities.
They are all members of theDivision 1 pacific region, said John
Huddell, the San Jose State
University’s men’s tennis coach.
The region extends north of San
Jose to Oregon and Washington
state.
SJSU’s top players who will compete are: Ryan Sellschop, a junior
business major, sophomore Orion
Weihe, undeclared, Steve Reilly.,

junior engineering major and
Scott Keller, Junior business major.
Weihe is the only team member
who competed in last year’s tournament.
In preparing for the match,
Weihe said, "We are practicing
more intensels by playing more
matches and working on our
reflexes."
Huddell said this tournament
will be the first test of the season
ha this team and he thinks it will
(I() well against some strong corn -

petition.
"The team has worked very
hard this fall," Huddell said. "I
think it could do very well."
Weihe said it’s a fun tournament
mid he looks forward to the ripportunity to play against the Siai Iliad
and Cal players.
SJSU student Alex Wu is a iii(111,
her of the t(Ainis team but will ri.a
compete this s. ear He said he did
not receive ( harance from the
clearing house ii time.
In order for players to be eligi-

bk to play, they must receive clear
ance that evaluates their grades
and their courses, Wu said.
Huddell said the No. 1 seed this
year, is Stanford freshman Ryan
Wolters, of San Jose. The I8-yearold is a graduate of Leland High
School.
The winners quaff’, to compete
in the nationals, held ii Dallas,
Texas, in February. In lif4. SJSU
graduate Brandon Coupe reached
the singles semifinals, Huddell
said.

Classi fled
The SPARTAN DAILY
MIMI no clean la products or
sinless advertised below nor Is
there tiny guarantee impled. The
cialeffied colienns of the Spartan
Daly consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

WANTED

PART-TIMERS WANTED!! Deluxe
Corporation is looking for Telephone Order Clerks. Accurate,
Detail Oriented, Team Players with
Good Communication Skills a
MUST! 12-6pm 4 days a week
plus Sat. 9.4pm. 25-38 hrs, a
week. Also looking for production
workers day/graveyard. Apply
in person. M -F, 7:30-3:00pm.
1551 Dell Ave, Campbell.
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT -Students
Needed! Fishing Industry. Earn up
to 53.000-86,000+ per month.
Room and Board! Transportation!
Male or Female. No experience
necessary. Call 1-206-545-41.55
ext A60411.

TEACHERS/TEACHER AIDES
FT/PT positions w/Infants, toddlers, preschool and school age.
Great advancement and growth
oppty. Good benefits. mmed.
openings. ECE + exper. preferred.
Call Action Day Nurseries.
408-867-4515.
SECURITY - ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Corporate Sites. Top Pay!
Too many benefits to list!
Der, Swing, Grave Shifts, F/T&P/T.
Cal or ea* in person MaoSun 7-7.
4013286-5880. 5550 Mern AN.
awn. San Carlos act Panama,
behind the Cad and Paty Was.

S EARN EXTRA CASH 15
up to $120/week!
TEACHERS/AIDES
Become a Sperm Donor.
100 great children are looking for
a few great teachers. Teachers & Healthy males, 19-34 years old.
aides are needed for Campbell Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
before& after school-age program. Contact California Cryobank
FT and PT positions available. 415-324-1900, M-F, 8-5pm.
Excellent salary & benefits. Please
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Call Laura 408-3702143. EOE
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
Students needed into immediate
US DELIVERY DRIVERS $SS
area. Full-time/part-time openings.
Restaurant Food Service.
Call today 1-415.968-9933.
Excellent part-time job.
International Bartenders School.
Earn $9 to $11 per hour.
Flexible day and evening hours.
S40,000/YR INCOME
Require ono ea +good DMV+ Fre,
San Jose or Cupertino area. Call potential. Home Typists/PC
TAKEOUT TAXI 369.9400 after 5prn. users. Toll Free 1-800-8989778 Ext. T-2236 for listings.
$35,000/YR. INCOME
TELEMARKETING
potential. Reading books. Toll
Free 1-800-898-9778 Ext. R- Sell Calif’s best newspapers.
Flexible hours, open 9am to 9pm
2236 for details.
7days a week. Hourly, plus bonus.
Near Light Rail. Transit.
DAYCARE TEACHERS. Small
Call Today, Work Tomorrow.
World Schools is hiring teachers
MEDIA PROMOTIONS, INC.
for our school -age daycare pro408-494-0200
grams. 6-12 units in ECE. Rec, Downtown
408-364-2700
Psych, Soc. or Ed req. Experience Campbell
preferred. Most positions are Office positions also available.
2- 5:30 or 2:30 - 6, M-F. Short
morning shifts are also available.
ENTERTAINMENT
Call 379-3200 ext. 21.
TEACHER/AIDE Preschool and
School Age Program. Energetic
individuals encouraged to apply.
Teacher position - ECE units
required. All majors accepted.
Call Gardner Children’s Center.
998-1343.
EARN $1500.00 WEEKLY
working at home! Ten best
opportunities for starting a home
business. For FREE info send a
self-addressed, stamped envelope to: Hello-Tech, 467 Saratoga
Ave., #237, San Jose, CA 95129.

LATINA VOCALISTS: Composer
seeks new talent with serious
interests. Style between Selena
and Gloria Estefan. Will work
with right person beginning at
their level. DNK Productions.
1-415-267.7609.
SPORTS] THRILLS
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
skydiving! Tandem. Accelerated
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned 8, operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-634-7575.

$7.00 TO 68.00 PER HOUR
with scheduled increases
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Full-time or Part-time
LEARN TO FLY
AU. SHIFTS AVAILABLE
SQUADRON TWO FLYING CLUB
FULL TRAINING
San Jose International Airport
EXCELLENT BENEFITS
Since 1974 - No Monthly Dues
Credit Union / Paid Vacations
$100 Per Year.
Medical/Dental Insurance
Pascrelized Professional Instruction
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS!
*Competitive Rates
Apply. Mon. - Fri. 8am 5pm,
Introductory Right $35
Vanguard Security Services
22 Planes To Choose From
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara.
New 1011 San Tomas Expressway. *Private Through ATP
1101 Mout BYO SanJose. CS 95110
(408) 275-0300.
SUBSTITUTES-FLEOBLE HOURS.
Small World Schools is hiring
substitute teachers for our 14
preschool & school-age daycare
ANNOUNCEMENTS
programs. 6.12 units et E01. Rec,
FAST FUNDRAISER
Psych, Soc. or Ed required. Exp.
preferred. This is a great position Raise $500 in 5 days Greeks.
for students. We can work around groups, cabs motivated individuals.
your school schedule . even if Fast, easy -No financial obligation.
you are only available 1 or 2 1-800-862-1982 ext. 33.
afternoons. Cal 379-3200 ext 21
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN!
Only $57.00 per year.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING Earn up
Save 30%- 6091,
to $2.000+/month. World travel.
on your dental needs.
Seasonal & full-time Positions. No
For info call 1-803-655.3225.
cap necessary. For info. call
1-206-634-0468 ext. C60411.

TUTORING

REPRINT RIGHTS YOU CAN SELL
NOM Over 600 ’How-to Books,
Reports 8, Guides Valued $845.
On Windows CD ROM. Just $99,
(Includes S&H&T) Call 24 hrs.
1-800-241-9229 Visa/MC/Am Exp.

INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
SenAng SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drirers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Mutticar"
CALL TODAY 296,5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
Print your ad here.

TEN YEARS EXPERIENCE
Word Processing.
Only ten minutes from campus
(Cupertino/West San Jose area).
Term Papers, Thesis. Resumes,
Tape Transcription, etc.
APA, Turabian and MIA.
Days and evenings, seven days.
Suzanne 996-1686.
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses, term papers, group
projects, resumes, letters,
minenicro cassette transcription.
etc. All formats. Experienced,
dependable, quick return.
Almaden/Branham area.
Call Linda 408-264-4504.
Please leave message.

HAYINARDFREMONTUNION CRY
Wordprocessing & editing:
Academic / Bus, work accepted!!
ReportsThesesMLA/Turabian
EXPERT hi APA format (4th Eel.)
WP S.1/6.0- Laser Printer FAX
7 days a week 7:00am-9:00 pm.
SUZANNE SCOTT
510-441-0504 or 510489.9794.
SCHOLARSHIPS
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6
Billion in private sector grants and
scholarships is now available. All
students are eligible regardless of
grades, income. or parent’s income.
La us help. Call Silbert Froncial Services: 1-800-263-6495 ext.
F60411.
Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses ton
additional information
Classified readers should be
reminded that when making
these further contacts. they
should require complete
Information before sending
money tor goods a services
In addition. readers should
carefully Investigate all firms
offering employment listings
acoupons for discount
vacations or merchandise

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation 8, spaces between words

Please check
Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Five addreaa
Dart
Zip code
$13 tity & Stale
$14
Rtone
$15
$16
Send check or money order to
Spartan Daily Classifieds
After the fifth diy, rate Increases by $1 per day. Sinkage State University
San Jose, CA 95192-01411
charge
satin
for
no
extra
bold
First line (25 spaces)
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall Room 209
III Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
SEMESTER RATES
All ads are prepaid No refunds on cancelled ads
10-14 lines $90
3-9 lines 870
In Rates tor consecutive publications dates only
td -19 lines $110
IN QUESTIONS? CALL (40S) 924-3277
Thre
Days
$9
$10
$11
$12

SERVICES

HEALTH & BEAUTY
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confrdentiai
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486.
50% DISCOUNTI
Permanent Cosmetics by Tnsh.
Enhance your natural beauty!
Eye Liner - Ups - Eyebrows.
Expires June 1st. 1995.
408-379.3500
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E Campbell Ave. #17.
Campbell, CA 95008.

MEN & WOMEN- BARE IT ALU
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or
using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back - Chest Lip - Bikini Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price if made before June 1,
1995. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow.
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17.
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS. Campbell . (408)3743500.
Science & English papers/theses
our speciaity. Laser printing. Free
spell check and storage. APA.
Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Call Paul a Virginia 404251-0449.

/Ar;
_EACY RATES CALL 408-924-3277
F
N
._ATIONAL
.OR

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum

GUARANTEED
SCHOLARSHIPS 11, GRANTS
Ultimate Financial Opportunity
for College Students.
Everyone Qualif es.
Don’t wart! Call now!
UFO NETWORK
510-651-3773

CALL MARCIA 266-9448
Nursing/Soc. Work/English
Edit/Format Specialist for
Projects/Term Papers/Resumes
APA Turanian MIA
Grammar, Rrotuaticn, Prrasrig
Tables/Charts/disk edit
Irdsnwtional Students Wotan*
10 minutes from campus!

111OHLILLJLIDOOF-IEDDI 17DOEDDIThDDOLJOD
DOODDr1EDDOODDLJEJFEH-lODEDOOF1 ELH.1-1
DOCIEDnrnLJrnrnELJI IOLJ__IELJ
DODEDOODOODEIDOODOPILIDI IMOD-11-H=
Two
On*
Days
Day
$7
$5
3 lines
$8
4 linos
$6
5 !Inns
$7
$9
$10
6 lines
$S
$1 for each additional line

Street.

SKILLED TUTORING SERVICES
Will provide the foundation to sail
through your accounting courses
effortlessly. Come away with a
thorough grasp of course material.
One hour appointments at $22.50.
Call 374-5150.
SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE for
College & Grao Students. Grades.
SAT scores & age not always a
WORD PROCESSING factor. Recorded message gives
details. 408629-4098. Ann. #176.
Tab’s Word Processing Service
Incredible student rates on FREE MONEY For Your Education!
resumes and school papers. Apply for your share in millions of
Add color to your reports at a low unclaimed private sector aid. Call
cost. Ask about our resume Scholarship Resource Services,
and school paper programs!! 408-261-8676.
CALL TODAY (408) 937-7201.

OPPORTUNITIES

FANTASTIC INCOME opportunity
distributing wildgrown, organic
products. 12.yr-old company
Is industry leader. Easy, turnkey
marketing plan can earn you
Substantial Income quickly,
part-time. Lots of support!
For FREE AUDIO TAPE call
408-2647871124 hour message).

courts are located on ‘1St south
campus at 11th and lininbolt

Phone: 924-3277 II FAX: 924-3282

VAN DRIVER/TEACHERS AIDE
PT pm position available with
school age children. Great growth
opportunity. Immediate opening.
HELP MAKE A MIRACLE!
Loving surrogate mother wanted ECE + experience preferred.
Call Action Day Nurseries.
to help an infertile couple. Wife
408-8674515.
is blonde and green-eyed. A
devoted, loving couple long to
become parents, and need your BRIGHT COMPUTER STUDENT
helpl If you are motivated to help needed to maintain our network
FOR RENT
12.20 hrs/wk flex. IBM LAII &
us realize our dream, please call!
Novell. Neat, good comm. skills.
Small Miracles (408) 379.4100.
460 S. 10TH ST. Carport and
Good pay. Call Laurie 232-9832.
laundry. 2 bdrm. $650$700 mo.
Manager: 776-0134. Apt. 10.
CHILDCARE ASST. For Los Gatos
EMPLOYMENT
health club. Flexible hours,
3 BEDROOM, 2 BATH APT. 2 ATTENTION PRETZEL LOVERS! 8:30am - 1:00pm, Mon. -Sat.
blocks from school, approx 1100 Auntie Anne’s Pretzels at Contact Joyce at 408-358-1967.
sq. ft. $950.00. Secured under- Oakridge Mall has openings for
ground parking is available. P/T, afternoons, nites and week- CASHIERS WANTED FT or PT.
ends. Flex hours around your Flexiale hours perfect for students.
Call 378-1409. Won’t last!!!
school schedule. 55.00+. Stop by Starting pay $6 to $6.50 per hour.
Fac or and resune to ktarty Jensen 0)
the store or call 229-2008.
SUMMERWIND
Classic Car Wash
THE LARGEST 2 & 3 BEDROOM
871 E. Hamilton Ave.
APARTMENT HOMES IN THE AREA! NANNY/MOTHER’S HELPER
Los Gatos working mother seeks Campbell CA 95008.
1.00010 1,400 sq. ft.
helper for child care, errands and Fax # 371-4337.
W/D hook ups
light housekeeping. One schoolHuge Clubhouse
age child. Experience. refs. and SAN JOSE’S FINEST ATHLETIC
Resident activities
reliable car required. M-F 1 to 6. Club is looking for PT Front Desk
Minutes to campus
8610 57/hr. DOE. Call 356-2613. help. Please contact Jim U. at
2 Swimming pools
267-3700.
Racquetball &Tennis Courts
Basketball Courts
TIRED OF MAKING MINIMUM
for
3
openings
Immediate
MUSIC MINDED, OUTGOING, and
from
$825.00
month!
WAGE?
Rents
408-279-2300
aggressive income oriented sales responsible students wanted for
reps. PT/FT in the exciting field of 111 work for mufti system co. Must
2 DORF& APAMMENT $750/MO. commercial/industrial lighting. be available of Fri. and Sat, and
Be part of the decision making have own car. Will train if you’ve
Security type building
process in a team focused envi- got what it takes. 408-2701249.
Secure Parking
ronment. If your future involves
Close In
sales/marketing, you can’t pass VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS
Modern Building
up this resume enhancing oppor- wanted. Must be energetic, have
Free Base Cable service
tunity. Salary & comm. Call for a professional customer service
Laundry Room
immed. interview. 4084537060. attitude, & have neat appearance.
Village Apts. 576S. 5th St.
Be a valet for weddings. exclusive
(408) 295-6893.
KIKUSUSHI JAPANESE Restarent private parties, and on-going locations in Los Gatos area. P/T
Hiring friendly people!
780 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
weekends, $5.75/hr + Tips. Poss.
All positions, 55-$20/hr.
Large 2 bdrm/2 ba. Very clean.
F/T management opportunities.
Call for appt: 725-1749.
Security type bldg. Laundry. Cable
Call Mike Of 510-866-7275.
available. Ample parking. Quiet
with good neighbors. Walk or ride CHILDCARE NEEDED- VERY
bike to school. Responsive energetic, patient, loving person BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE.
management. We take advance for 51/2 yr. & 8 mos. old children. part-time, am/pm shifts. Serving
deposits. $745-5795/month. 9 hrs/wk, flex schedule. Refer- Downtown San bse Apply in person.
ences. Cambrian Park area. Call 22 West Saint John. San Jose.
Call 288-9157.
Tern 879-0722. Lost msgs. - If you
ATHLETIC MINDED!!!
called before, please call back.
Perfect Student Work. Team
SHARE) HOUSING
atmosphere. 408-6549635.
CASHER/COIJNTER HELP Needed
NEED FEMALE TO SHARE nice & Day & evening shifts. weekdays &
quiet 2 bdrm/2 bath apt. Spa & weekends. Mountain Mikes Pizza, TUTORS NEEDED. EARN S1OsS15
per hour. We get students to
2011 Naglee Ave. Si 2845070.
pool. Near SJSU. Call 972.5797.
call you. Call Jack 227-6685.
ROOM FOR RENT TO QUIET WEEKEND JOB Sat & Sun. 8 amfemale student in Berryessa 12. Assist healthy, active, dis- EXPERIENCED TECHS TANDEM
neighborhood. Bath to share with abled person w/personal care, *Network computer techs w/unix
one other renter. Laundry & kitchen cooking, cleaning. Can train. & workstation experience.
"Help Desk" person for unix
privileges. Swimming pool. $400 Questions? 408-364-0303.
network. Strong communication
per month. Call 251-4258.
SEEKING SHARP INDIVIDUALS to skills & customer servos aiented
FURNISHED ROOM, N/S, no pet. market prepaid long distance Both are P/T school year. F/T other
280/Saratoga. $450/mo. Cep $303. phone cards. Possible 82000.+ times. 813.75/h. Get resume& call
mo. part-time. For more info call Dick Sillan, Engineering. E 283 E/set 11/1/95. Lie -408777S775
924-3928 leave message.
408.9976235.
ROOM FOR RENT IN BEAUTIFUL
SKI RESORTS HIRING - Ski
HIRING!
WE’RE
Willer., Glen Home. Garage space, NO EXPERIENCE?
kit/oath prN. Clean & quiet. N/S. Greeters/Bussers/Servers P/T Resorts are now hiring for many
positions this winter. Up to
The Old Spaghetti Factory
No pets. Prefer female faculty/
staff/grad. studert Eves: 2866421. 51 N. San Pedro. Apply in person. 52,000+ in salary & benefits.
Call Vertical Employment Group:
ACCOUNTING INTERN. Local CPA (206) 634-0469 ext. V60411.
firm needs top student -accounting
REAL ESTATE
major who has completed first series CASHIER POSMON AVAILABLE
55.50 - 56.00 /hour
Si NAGLEE PM. Post -Victorian. ter of Intern,. Actg, strong computer
Stevens Creek Unocal 76
skills -to assist with automated thal
opt.
3rd
Immaculate 2 BR/28A +
4185 Stevens Creek Blvd
BR/Den. large Lk/DR, remod. belance/workpaper program, develop
Mon. Fri. 8am - 3pm
kit., hardwood floors, landscaped graphics-based financial rxesenta.
Ask for David. 296-5258.
yard/patio, walk to campus. lions & spreadsheet apeicatens. 10
Perisho
Jim
$3798, Call Peter Uui 999-0900. 20 hrs/wk.flexible. Call
314.00 / HOUR
or Kathy Baker at 408-4532828.
Weekends/Evenings
Sales
GOV’T FORECLOSED homes for
Canvassers and Telemarketers
pennies on $1. Delinquent Tax, PART-TIME RECEPTIONIST
253-8818.
Repo’s, REO’s. Your Area. Toll Downtown SJ Law Firm has imme
Free 1804898.9778 Ext. H-2236 diate opening for P-T receptionist
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
8am.12noon, M.F. Must speak
for current listings.
some Span6h. Need some computer, for egg donation. Desperate
phone & clerical experience. Good Asian couples need your help
and organizational to conceive. Can you help?
AUTOS FOR SALE Interpersonal
skills. Please apply in person at Ages 21-30, healthy and
500. between responsible. Generous stipend
St.
N.
3rd
96
93 JEEP WRANGLER SAHARA
and expenses paid. Please call
Immac. Cond. Garaged. 44k miles. 9am-4pm M-F.
VVWFC 1-510-820-9495.
Call Vickie or Craig 268-7717

NO FEARIII MULTI-MILLION
environmental company seeks
five intense individuals for bay
area expansion. Full or part-time.
full-time training. To arrange for
an interview, call Nanda Holz at
408-358.7711.

The tournament will be played
on 16 courts and will belt)
Saturday and end Tuesday. The
schedule of the matches is
Saturday and Sunday 8 a.m, until
sundown and Monday all day. The
finals will be held on ’Tuesday at 1
p.m.
Admission is free, and hlra, hers
will be set up Si) the spel Loop, (
view four matches at a nun- I he

.7

one classification:

__campus
Greek Messages* _
_Events*
_Announcement,.
_Lost and Found..
_Volunteers*
For Sale*
_Autos For Sale*
_Computers Etc.*
_Wanted*
_Employment
_Opportunities

_

_Entertainmer
_Travel
_Tutonng*
_Word Process
_Scholarships

Special student rates available for these classifications.$5.00 for a3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
DB H 209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free. 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus Community

FREE ALIGNMENT CHECK
and BRAKE INSPECTION!
Student Discounts.
9103-TIres
2336 El Camino Real. Santa Clara.
Mon.- Fn: 810 5:30 Sat: 9W 4.
261-4430.
WRITING HELP. Fast professional
edrting, rewriting. ghostwriting.
Letters, reports, essays. state
merits articles, etc. For more
info please call Dave Bolick,
510401-9554. Emergencies Out
VISA/MASTERCARD. FAX.
CRIME PREVENTION INFORMATION
1.900-622-00PS
Personal Safety
Home security
Vehicle securrty
Child safety
Consumer assist
information
$1.70- min. 19-min max)
18 yrs. / Touch tone phone
THE COP-LINE Morgan Hill, CA,
Bus. Ph.# 408-683-5723.
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is just a call
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
college teacher) assists with
research & writing. Tutorial also
avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location.
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
Samples & references available.
Chinese & other langs. spoken.
Foreigners welcome! Call today
for free phone consultation:
(415) 5250505...ask lux Duda
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
revere weeome: Beginning.
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any style: Jazz, Blues. Rock,
Fusion, Funk, Reggae. Or Folk.
Call Bo at 408-298-6124.

DAILY
CROS SWORD
answers will appear in the next issue.

ACROSS
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
1 Bnn,e ,ound
5 Rub clean
10 Relative of PDO
MOO @Mg111112 1E101210
14 Oil OMB GII210121101 IF21011KI
15 Dried fruit
111111211B OBB111113 PICIICIBI
16 18 -wheeler
118131:0010101111 CILIBIALMI
17- Minor
OBIOGI
11111111
constellatror
Giommigi
giiimeigno
18 Caesar’s tongua
19 Lose one’s
I;11:11E1
11131;10111 IiIIII1301
balance
GIMIII
CIMMIIBLE
20 Lovers’
11112114121 IMICIGICI
ambience
1111111311EIDI
BIBIBUIBI11111
22 Bogus
DIM
IZII
RDCI
23 Large weight
24 Me, to Miss
111101;101421 DIC11211ALIMEll1
Piggy
URN@ DEIMMIA 00111[4]
25 Red pepper
OEM 1B1111;111111 011:31111§1
29 Place for a hoop
@BO@ 1:11BIBEIIM 011111ZI
33 Catty
34"- Fiction"no...,,. Syndicate
36 Move swiftly.
as clouds
66 Remain
’ .:iassiried 27 Skinflint
67 Robins
n Responds to
28 October stone
domiciles
the alarm
29 Choose r a
68 Hardy heroine
candidate,
39 Quiche
ingredient
30 Sea
DOWN
31 Tube-shaped
40 Tells a whopper
.t;’ 1,-tnr Baldwin
1 Dog -paddled
bead
2 Infamous fiddler
32 Bordered
covering
3 As well
35 Guitars cousii
4 Made a garden
38 Merchandise
a:- ag claws
5 First -aid device
41 Incomplete
. . ’oght before a
6 Steep rock
43 Kill
holiday
7
Babe
44 solace
on
the
.ici
8 Squadron
46 Ms Peron
"ree
9 - Cartwright of
. i and south of
48 Rations
"Ponderosa"
51 Clutter
.
10
Besets
54 : oraceful dive
52 Smell -11 Word used with
53 Mona the Red
60
short
or
out
54 Liver’s output
61 Olive-green
12 Author Kingsley
55 God of love
songbird
13 Smoker’s item
56 Not right
62 lionotutus
57 Fancy trim
21 Solitary
island
22 Tit - tat
58 Electrical unit!
63 Cummerbund
24 Atlas contents
59 Dachshund
64 Up in the air
25 Religious song
babes
65 Can. law
o Asian country
61 Delivery truck
enforcers
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TAKE 15% OFF
44, THE BASICS AT
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OUTFITTERS
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Envoy the Perfect Clothes for the Perfect Day " Present this certificate to save 15’ off any purchase at American Eagle Outfitters
when you use your Visa card With over 270 stores across the
country, American Eagle Outfitters provides durable, top-quality
clothing, and your satisfaction is guaranteed Offer valid August 1,
1995, through January 31 1996
Terms and ronditions:

"

r,

ai

Aiedtcri,L e 1qt
. layaway, and /or

40.0-1

you won’t mmn.
being
carded.
VISA’
fICIOC 12.13- 751F
mIWISP1
NMI 2/9,: C","
IL MELLCF

4,6

GET 15% OFF
0
, PRO OFFICIAL
GEAR.
UNE Use your Visa NFL
card-the Official

AUTHENTIC
Card of the NFL-and save 15
on any regularly priced nu.
of NFL Pro Line Of other NFL
products from the Official NH. Catalog. Wear what the pros wear
on the field, in practice, and on the sidelines-NFL Pro Line. Take
your pick of jerseys, lockets, caps, 1-shirts, and more from all 30
NFL teams. All our quality NFL merchandise is Docked by a 60-day
guarantee. Call 1 -800-NFL-GIFT (1-800-635-4438) for your free
catalog or to place an order. Please mention Source Code 001597.
Offer valid September 1, 1995, through December 31, 1995.

Terms and conditions:

kthei
yllowed. V,i hiVt
law Applicable tale:
redeemable in the US

4tzse.

spexta._ TAKE $10

C}IA ME’S
Got the real stuff first.

Save $I 0 on your purchase of $35 or niore when you use your
Visa’ card at Champs Sports. They have all the top-name sports
stuff you want before you even know you want it. The latest
clothes. The latest shoes. The latest equipment. So when you
wont to see what’s next, come to Champs Sports first. For the
store nearest you, call 1-800-TO-BE-IST 11-800-862-3178.
Offer vohd August 1, 1995, through December 31, 1995
Terms and conditions: -mliane redemption is solely the respoi:
’U ,it 1, 1995, through December 31, 199; ,
Jtattlek
,
’t: ,our Visa’ card Present this certificate at
valid only wti.
. receive 510 off a merchandise purchase of 535
Chomps Sports i n.,
more Non-sole merchandise only Certificate must be presented at time of pi,
chase and cannot be used in comumnon with any other certificate or dismcii
offers Not redeemable for cosh Limit one per customer Certificate is not tro,1
letable Void if copied and where prohibited, taxed, or
restricted by law Appleahle taxes must be lad blt
bearer Mawr key code 06 tar the store nearest
you, roll 1.800rTO-BE-1S1 11-800-861-31181 Only
redeemable in the IS Cash value 1/100 tent
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,ea.OSTCA
1V411:
Style Ilmls
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SAVE i’At

N ANY PUKKA E OF

5 OR MORE AT
BOSTON MARKET

Use or show your Viso card and present this certificate or any
Boston Market’ or Boston Chicken’ location to save 51 on any
purchase of 55 or more. Come in soon and try the rotisserie-roasted chicken or turkey, doublellaied ham, 01 double-sauced meat
loaf ..and don’t forget the freshly prepared sandwiches and side
dishes. Offer valid September 1, 1995, through November 26,
1995
Timms and conditions: Certificate redemption is solely the resoonsibilmy of
Boston Market Offer valid September 1,1995 through November /6, 1995
Offer valid only when you use or show your Viso" cord Present this certificate with
your Visa curd at hare purchase at any participahng Boston Market or Boston
Chnken location Only one certificate per visit Any other use constitutes fraud
Certificate Is not redeemable for rash ond is not valid with any other certificate or
special offer (ertileote not redeemable for alcoholic beverages, tOb0<(0. Of dairy
products No (ash refund No reproductions allowed
Void where prohibited, taxed, or restricted by law
,
Applicable faxes must be paid by bearer Only
redeemable in the AS (ash value 1,70 rent

C

It everywhere you want to be:

Airflin’14kg

Terms and conditions: Lertiticate redemption is solely the responsibility
Cher 1 Imports Offer valid ham January I 1996, through June 30, 1996 Offer
valid for one-rime purchase only Offer valid on regular-pined menhondise only
and excludes clearance and sole items, delivery, and other service charges
Certificate musi be redeemed at time (-if purchase Offer does not apply to poor
::, aerthase
1,
uurchases and roam be used to porch:, ,
valid in
of products indicated Any other use ..
iombination with any other rertlicate ,m;
.
J11 Per 1 ,ompany stores riad participating tranchise stores
ed, taxed, Of restricted by low Offer valid only when
you pay with your Visa card Appleoble taxes must
be paid by hewer Only redeemable in de it ",er,
value 1/100cent

1P111
-1111Y% I

WSA

SAVE 15%

Take IS off your total purchase of oil regular-priced tears when
you use your Visa cord at Pier 1. Your room or apartment could
use a few changes You could use a good deal. Pier 1 can supply
both Offer valid from January 1, 1996, through June 30, 1996

;

yviteki,jukt frtsejovtr 1,sa nqi4
jovt"ti ytv-e ere
t-Aese plsves.

OFF YOUR PURCHASE

OF $35 OR MORE AT CHAMPS SPORTS

ELOT GET $3 OFF

43:1313Corrv
ANY CAMELOT MUSK
CD OR AUDIO CASSETTE PRICED AT $9.99 OR MORE
Use your Visa cord to take $3 off of any (D or audio cassette
awed 5999 or more at Camelot Music Limit two selections per
certificate Pick the music and save when you use your Visa’
card Offer valid August 1, 1995 through January 31, 1996.
TWINS and offiditlens: Ceinfinne redemption is solely the responsibility nf
Camelot Music Offer valid August I, 1995, through bray 31, 1996 ’
two selections per rertificate Not valid with any other offer or discouif *fir
excludes sale-priced merchandise Offer valid only when you pay with your Visa
card Redeem certificate at time of purchase at any parhopcting Comelor Mtpm
retail location Na reprodurnons allowed Void where
prohibited. Mod. or restricted by law Appleable taxes
must be paid by bearer Only redeemable in the US
(ash value 1/100 cent
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The

of the Matter

Dear Reader:
If you’re in a crisis pregnancy, or
know someone who is, please be assured
that we understand the emotional trauma
you are going through the doubts, the
fears, the sense ofshame andfrustration.
We know the agonizing decisions you
face and the pressures you feel.
At first blush, opting for an abortion
probably sounds like the "quick-fix" solution to your problem. You need to be
advised, as this supplement does in
numerous articles, that abortion is not in
your best interest. Those who have been
telling you that it’s a "women’s rights"
issue have been withholding critical information from you.
Actually , if you are subjecting yourself to the possible after-effects of abortion, as outlined on page eleven; or putting yourself in the position of being the
anguished mother pouring out her heart
from personal experience (also page
eleven); or making yourself two to four
times more prone to breast cancer (documented by recent research), shouldn’t
people who claim to be far_women be
warning you of these consequences?

The special love between a mother and baby comes straight from the heart.
Perhaps abortion isn’t about women’s
rights after all! What then, or whom, is
it about? The answer can be found
within these pages.
This supplement has been prepared and copyrighted by Human Life Alliance of Minnesota.
Inc., 3570 Lexington Avenue North, Suite 301 SL Paul, Minnesota 55126 (612) 484-1040.

For instance, isn’t it exciting to discover, as Dr. Jerome Lejeune points out

on page four that the miniaturized language mapping out the new baby at the
time offertilization contains more information about him/her than can be stored
in five sets (not volumes) of Encyclopedia Britannica?
It is our hope that in reading this supplement and relating to the preborn child
you will be convinced that abortion,
besides not being in your best interest, is
indeed an unjust, inhumane and irreversible destruction ofan innocent human
life. There are alternatives to such a
drastic measure!
Is carrying your baby to term a manageable decision? Yes it is! Please refer
to page five to realize the number of
people and organizations ready and
eager to help you. Don’t hesitate to call
on them, whatever your needs. The support is there to see you through your
crisis pregnancy - and beyond!
Remember the decision you make will
affect you for the rest ofyour life. Don’t
let anyone pressure you into a quick
decision! We don’t pretend to have an
easy solution - but a just, manageable,
rewarding one, one which you will not
regret: continued life for your baby!

Marlene Reid, President
Human Life Alliance of Minnesota

The War of Words
Claim: Abortion is legal, therefore, it must be right.
Answer: If child abuse were suddenly declared legal by the U.S. Supreme Court, would that
make it right? Would we ignore such an injustice and do nothing to protect the children?
Claim: I have the right to "choose" to abort my baby. a woman’s "right to choose!"
Answer: How can anyone have the right to choose to kill another individual? The only
"choice" in abortion is between a dead baby or a live baby Furthermore, the advocates
who defend the "choice" to abort, resulting in a dead baby, arc not consistent. Why is it only
in the case of abortion they argue that "choice" should be legal and absolute? Using the same
rationale, shouldn’t people have the right to "choose" to use drugs ("it’s my body’) or the
right to "choose" to practice prostitution? Should our society allow a person to"choase" to
kill another person (or have that person killed) to solve the first person’s problem?
Claim: The government should not interfere with a woman’s "right" to abortion.
Answer: Our Declaration of Independence declares that we have an" inalienable right to
Life. Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness." Thomas Jefferson defined government’s role,
"The care of human life and happiness, and not their destruction, is the first and only object
of good government." Pres. Reagan, a defender of the human and civil rights of the prebom,
called it "the transcendent right to life of all human beings, the right without which no
other rights have any meaning." (Without life, taxation, health-care etc. are immaterial).
Claim: Ifpublic money (tax money) is not available to pay for abortions "poor" women
will be denied access to abortion. They will be discriminated against.
Answer: Are we obligated to provide cigarettes and alcohol to poor people if they cannot
afford them? On the contrary, government is very explicit about which items may be
purchased with food stamps. Is this considered discrimination? The same people who argue
for "public" subsidies for abortions arc the same ones who argue that it is a "private"
decision. To quote Congressman Henry Hyde, "We have a" right" of free speech. Does this
mean the government has to buy us a personal computer? A typewriter? A megaphone?"
Claim: lam personally opposed to abortion, but! would not interfere with another’s right
to have an abortion nor impose my morality on others.
Answer: Analogy -- if the abolitionists had bought this line of reasoning regarding the
slavery issue, some states could still be saddled with slavery today. Every law ever passed
sets standards which reflect someone’s (or a body of law -makers’) morality.

Claim: You want to ban women’s "constitutional right" to abortion.
Answer: This is a "spurious" or false "right" - having no basis in the constitution. The U.S.
Supreme Court claims to have discovered a "privacy" right in the "penumbra" of the
Constitution ("penumbra" definition: a partly lighted area around an area of full shadow).
Court decisions (Roe v. Wade and Doe v. Bolton) arc aberrations (deviations from truth) and
do nothing more than grant temporary license to kill children in the womb, the most
dangerous place of residence. This license is tenuous and could be over-ridden by reversal
or an amendment to the U.S. Constitution. Indeed, to guarantee the permanent freedom of
the slaves and establish rights for all U.S. "persons" the 14th Amendment to the Constitution
was passed. It states, "...No state shall snake or enforce any law which shall abridge the
privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States: nor shall any state deprive any
person of life, liberty, or property without due process oflaw: nor deny to any personwithin
its jurisdiction the equal protection of the law." (emphasis added). In Roe v. Wade the Court
determined that unborn children arc agrpersons" even though they have the right to inherit
property and many other rights. Some states have entire sections of law outlining Crimes
Against Unborn Children in which they, from conception on, are protected from negligent
or willful harm or death.
Claim: If legal abortions are banned, women will resort to back alley abortions.
Answer: In 1972, the year before the S upreme Court legalized abortion, a total of 39 women
died from illegal abortions, according to the U.S. Centers for Disease Control. Former
abortion provider Carol Everett states, "In the last 18 months I was in the business, we were
completing 500 abortions monthly and killing or maiming one woman out of 500" (p.10).
If the numbers are this astounding for her four Texas clinics, it doesn’t take an expert
mathematician to figure out that the number of casualties happening nationwide at the over
2200 supposedly "safe" abortuarics would be in the high hundreds.
Claim: Abortion should be legal to end a pregnancy resulting from rape or incest.
Answer: It is important to remember that the child conceived in rape, or incest, is no less
human than any other child. David Rcardon’s article, (page 8) points out that the very worst
solution that can be offered to the pregnant woman at this crisis time in her life is an abortion.
Abortion compounds the problem! If a small child were killed in the street by a negligent
driver and it was later determined that the child had been conceived in rape, would the driver
be held less responsible? Is that child’s death less tragic’?
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Test Your Abortion I.Q.
I. On January 22, 1973 the U.S. Supreme
Court legalized abortion through which
month of pregnancy? A) 3rd month; B)
4th month: C) 6th month; D) 9th month
2. Since abortion was legalized in 1973
the number of prebom babies lives
extinguished by abortion is: A) 6 million;
B) 12 million C) 30 million; D) 32 million
3. Abortion is the leading cause of death
in the U.S., causing what percent of total
deaths? A) 21%; B) 35%;C) 46%; D) 52%
4. What age group of women have the
greatest number of abortions? A) 15 - 19;
B) 20-24; C) 25 -29; D) 30-34
5. About 10 million Black children have
been aborted since abortion was legalized.
This is what fraction of the present Black
population in the U.S.? A) one-eighth; B)
one-fifth; C) one-third; D) one-half
6. Since 1960 the number of babies born
out-of-wedlock has risen by what percent’
A)60%; B) 105%; C) 250%; D) 419%
7. Women who abort their first child stand
how much greater risk of developing
breast cancer? A) 3 x; B) 2 x; C) 4 x
8. With the advances in medical science
the number of surgical procedures which
arc now performed on babies in the womb
is: A) over 50; B) 80; C) 90; D) over 100
9. One out of every how many preborn
babies is killed by abortion? A) two;
B) three; C) four; D) six
10. What percent of abortions performed
in the U.S. are repeat abortions? A)30%;
B) nearly 40%; C) nearly 50%; D) 60%
11. What percent of women who have had
abortions experience suicidal tendencies?
A) 45%; B) 60%; C) 70%; D) 75%
12. A developing baby’s heart begins to
beat at: A) 21 days; B) 30 days;
C) 45 days; D) 60 days
13) How many Americans now have an
incurable sexually transmitted disease?
A)20 million; B) 36 million; C) 56 million
14) Every year up to what number of U.S.
women become infertile because of STDs?
A)66,000; 13)75,000; C)98,000; D)150,000
The answers

to these questions can be found on p. 9.

Abortion is Legal During
7th, 8th and 9th Months
In Roe v. Wade the Court allowed states to
restrict abortions in the 3rd trimester "except
where it is necessary... for the preservation
of life or health of the mother." However, in
Doe v. Bolton, the companion case to Roe,
the Court defined "health" to include "all
factors - physical, emotional, psychological,
familial, and the woman’s age - relevant to
the well-being of the patient." Because of
this broad definition of "health" the Court, in
effect, permiued abortion-on-demand in all
fifty states right up until birth for any reason!
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Chronology of a New Life
Fertilization: The sperm joins with the ovum to form one cell. This
one cell contains the complex genetic blueprint for every detail of human
developmentthe child’s sex, hair and eye color, height, skin tone etc.
Month One: The first cell divides within several hours and then cell
division continues in an orderly fashion every few hours as the small group
of cells travels down the Fallopian tube to the uterus, where the uterine
lining has been prepared for implantation. There are over 100 cells present
when this tiny embryo reaches the uterus 7 to 10 days after fertilization.
Day 20foundations of the brain, spinal cord and nervous system are
already established; day 21the heart begins to beat in a regular fashion;
day 28the backbone, the rest of the skeleton, and muscles are forming
arms, legs, eyes and ears have begun to show. At one month old, the
embryo is 10,000 times larger than the original fertilized egg and
developing rapidly. The heart is pumping increased quantities of blood
through the system. The placenta forms a unique barrier that keeps the
mother’s blood separate, but allows food and oxygen to pass to the baby.
Month Two: At 35 days the pre-bom baby has all her fingers. Brainwaves
can be detected at day 40; the brain is controlling 40 sets of muscles as
well as the organs. The jaw forms including teeth buds in the gums. The
eyelids seal during this time to protect the baby’s developing light-sensitive
eyes which will reopen in the seventh month. The stomach produces digestive juices and the kidneys have begun to function. The tiny human being
responds to touch. By 8 weeks, the developing baby is now referred to as
the fetus, a Latin word meaning "young one" or "offspring."
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6 Weeks

Month Three: Day 63 (9 weeks): Unique fingerprints are evident and
never change. The baby now sleeps, awakens and exercises her muscles by
turning her head, curling her toes, and opening and closing her mouth often sucking her thumb. Her palm, when stroked, will make a tight fist.
She breathes amniotic fluid to help develop her respiratory system. By 12
wks, all the organs and systems of her body are functioning. The only
major activity from now until birth is growth - the increase in her size.
Month Four: By the end of this month (16 weeks) the baby is 8 to 10
inches in length and weighs a half pound or more. Her ears are functioning,
and there is evidence that the baby hears her mother’s voice and heartbeat,
as well as external noises. The umbilical cord has become an engineering
marvel, transporting 300 quarts of fluids per day and completing a roundtrip of fluids every 30 seconds. Because the prebom child is now larger, the
mother usually begins to feel her baby’s movements during this month.
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16 Weeks

Month Five: Half the pregnancy has now passed. The baby is about 12
inches long. If a sound is especially loud or startling, she may jump in reaction to it. Babies born at this stage of development (19 -20 weeks) arc
surviving at an increasing rate thanks to advances in medical technology.
Month Six: (24 weeks): Oil and sweat glands are functioning. The baby’s
delicate skin is protected in the amniotic sac by a special ointment "vcmix."
Month Seven: The baby’s brain has as many cells as it will have at birth.
The prebom child uses the four senses of vision, hearing, taste and touch.
Research has documented that she can now recognize her mother’s voice.
Month Eight: The skin begins to thicken, with a layer of fat stored
underneath for insulation and nourishment. Antibodies increasingly build
up. The baby swallows a gallon of amniotic fluid per day, more if it is
sweetened. She often hiccups. She has been urinating for several months.
Month Nine: Toward the end of this month, the baby is ready for birth.
The average duration of pregnancy is 280 days from the first day of the
mother’s last menstrual period, but this varies. By this time the infant’s
heart is pumping 300 gallons of blood per day. In response to signals from
the brain the child triggers labor and birth occurs. Of the 45 generations of
cell divisions before adulthood, 41 have taken place in the womb. Only
four more will come - during the rest of childhood and before adolescence.
In developmental terms we spend 90% of our lives in the womb.
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Life begins at conception

Norma McCorvey was the "Jane Roe" of Roe v. Wade.
Early in 1970 Norma Mccorvey claimed that she had been gang-raped and became
pregnant. Attorneys Sarah Weddington and Linda Coffee, newly graduated from the
University of Texas Law School, needed a "client" in order to challenge Texas’ 100-year old
law that banned abortions. They convinced Norma that she should be seeking an abortion.

"Each of us has a very precise starting
moment which is the time at which the
whole necessary and sufficient genetic
information is gathered inside one cell,
the fertilized egg, and this is the
moment of fertilization. There is not the
slightest doubt about that and we know
that this information is written on a kind
of ribbon which we call the DNA."

The case was subsequently argued all the way to the Supreme Court which resulted in
legalizing abortion in all 50 states in 1973. In the meantimc. Norma’s baby was born and
released for adoption. In 1987, McCorvey admitted that the gang-rape was a lie. In August
1995, she joined Operation Rescue stating that she was tired of being exploited by the pro.
abortionists.

Dr. Jerome Lejeune
Jerome Lejeune. M.D..
Ph. D., tells us much about the
intricacies of the beginning of
human life. Contrary to the
populars ley, that the tiny baby
becomes more and more "developed" as the weeks of pregnancy go on, Dr. Lejeune
says that the very first cell, the
fertilized egg, is " the most
specialized cell underthe sun."
No other cell will ever again
have the same instructions in
the life of the individual being
created.
In the words of Dr. Lejeune,
"Each of us has a very precise
starting moment which is the
time at which the whole necessary and sufficient genetic
information is gathered inside
one cell, the fertilized egg,
and this is the moment of fertilization. There is not the
slightest doubt about that and
we know that this information
is written on a kind of ribbon
which we call the DNA."
He explains that the fertilized egg contains more information about the new indi% idual than can be stored in
I is c sets (not volumes) of the
Encyclopedia Britannica (if
enlarged to normal print). To
furtheremphasize the minuteness of this language, Dr.
Lejeune states that if all the
one -metre -long DNA of the
sperms and all the one -metre long DNA of the ova which
contain the instructions for
the 5 billion human beings
who will replace us on this
planet were brought together
in one place the total amount
of matter would be roughly
the size of two aspirin tablets.
When Dr. Lejeune testified
in the Louisiana Legislature
( House Committee on the Administration of Criminal Justice, June 7, 1990) he stated,
"Recent discoveries by Dr.

Alec Jeffreys of England demonstrate that this information
(on the DNA molecule) is
stored by a system of barcodes
not unlike those found on
products at the supermarket ...
it’s not any longer a theory
that each of us is unique."
Dr. Lejeune states that because of studies published
within the last year we can
now determine within three to
seven days after fertilization
if the new human being is a
boy or a girl.

"I see no
difference
between the
early person that
you were at
conception and
the late person
which you are
now. You were,
and are, a human
being."
"At no time," Dr. Lejeune
says, "is the human being a
blob of protoplasm. As far as
your nature is concerned. I see
no difference between the
early person that you were at
conception and the late person which you are now. You
were, and are, a human being...
In the testimony Dr. Lejeune
gave on The Seven Human
Embryos (Circuit Court for
Blount County. Tennessee at
Maryville. Equity Division,
August 8.10,1989) he compared the chromosome to a
mini -cassette, in which a symphony is written, the symphony of life. He explained
that if you buy a cartridge on
which a Mozart symphony
has been recorded and insert it

Legalized Abortion Based on Lies and Fraud

in a player, what is being reproduced is the movement of
the air that transmits to you
the genius of Mozart. In making the analogy he said, "It’s
exactly the same way that life
is played. On the tiny mini cassettes which are our chromosomes are written various
parts of the opus which is for
human symphony, and as soon
as all the information necessary and sufficient to spell the
whole symphony (is brought
together), this symphony
plays itself, that is, a new man
is beginning his career ... as
soon as he has been conceived,
a man is a man."

While Roe v. Wade legalized abortion, on the same date, Doe v. Bolton provided for
abortion-on -demand for the entire nine months of pregnancy and was the legal vehicle
which provided Court sanction for the over 2200 abortion mills across the country.
Sandra Cano was "Mary Doe" of Doe v. Bolton
Sandra Cano now says she was an unwitting participant in fraud on the highest court in the
land. Sandra was a young expectant mother with three children facing a divorce from a
husband who was in jail for child molestation. Cano’s three children had been taken from
her by family service workers. They were being shunted from one bad environment to
another. Cano loved her children dearly. She was almost insane with grief when she turned
to Legal Aid Services for help. The offer of N.O.W. lawyers to take the whole mess off her
hands, obtain a divorce and regain custody of her children sounded too good to be true.
When the attorneys hinted that they would like to strike a deal which would include aborting
the child Sandra was carrying she made it very clear that she could never do that. Yet, her
attorneys ignored her objections and ran roughshod over her. When she realized her case
had been used to obtain abortion-on-demand she said, "...why would! stretch my imagination to include a plan so bizarre that it would give people in a civilized society permission
to kill their own babies? ... I surely never thought they would tie my personal anxieties about
retrieving my children to a scheme to make abortion-on-demand legal." Ironically, the Cano
baby, like the McCorvey baby, was carried to term and relinquished for adoption. Yet,
30,000,000 other babies have lost their lives to abortion because of these two cases.
Sarah Weddington was the Attorney
Sarah Weddington, the attorney who argued Roe v. Wade before the U.S. Supreme Court,
gave a speech at the Education Ethics Institute in Oklahoma. She explained why she
defended the sketchy story and false rape charge of a Texas waitress "Jane Roe" all the way
to the Supreme Court: "My behavior may not have been totally ethical. But! did it for what
I thought were the right reasons." Tulsa World 5124193.

Dr.Jerome Lejeune died on April
3, 1994. Dr. Lejeune of Paris.
France was a medical doctor. a
Doctor of Science and a professor of Fundamental Genetics for
over 20 years. Dr. Lejeune disPlayboy Provided the Funding
Hugh Heffner, founder of Playboy claims to have done one great thing for women:
ered the genetic cause of
/),,wn Syndrome, receiving the "Playboy probably had more to do than any other company with Roe v. Wade. We supplied
Kennedy Prke for the discovery the money for those early cases and actually wrote the arnicus curiae for Roe."
and, in addition. received the Memorial Allen Award Medal, the
world’s highest award for ,r4
in the field of Genetics. He
tised his professional the 11,p, f,)
"With no hype at all, the fetus can rightly be called a marvel of cognition,
des Enfants Malades (Sick (ml
consciousness and sentience."
dren’s Hospital) in Paris.
Dr. Lejeune was a member of the
American Academy of Arts and
Science, a member of the Royal
Society of Medicine in London,
The Royal Society of Science in
Stockholm, the Science Academy in Daly and Argentina. The
birth, the babies became "quite
’She slides into the world with
Pontifical Academy of Science
alert" when they heard the tune.
eyes alert, the tiny ridges of her
and The Academy of Medicine in
"...When a loudspeaker directs
ears living antennae scanning the conFrance.

Do You Hear What I Hear?

If you would like to obtain
a copy of Dr. Lejeune’s
testimony on The Seven
Human Embryos send $4.00
to Human Life Alliance of
MN, Inc., 3570 Lexington
Ave. N., Suite 301, St. Paul,
MN 55126-8087.

versation frequencies in the room.
She finds her mother’s voice with her cars,
and her eyes."
The baby’s alertness and awareness begins with early development in the womb.
The preborn baby can hear and respond to
sound. Car horns can make the baby
jump. Her heartbeat quickens.
When Peter Hepper of Queens University in Belfast repeatedly played to 30week -old fetuses the theme song from a
popular soap opera, they relaxed. After

speech syllables at a mother-to-be’s
abdomen, the fetus’s heart slows, a sign
of attentiveness. The heartbeat speeds
up as the fetus gets bored with the sounds,
then slows again if new ones flow into
the womb."
A fetus remembers some experiences
and may alter her behavior as a result.

The title, the direct quotes and other pertinent
information in this article are taken from:
Newsweek Special I ssue, "How Kids Grow,"
Surruner 1991 (Begley).
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Hei For Pregnant Women
Pregnancy Hotline

Problems After an Abortion?

1 -800-848 -LOVE (5683)

Conquerors Hotline
1-612-866-7715
American Victims of Abortion
1-202-626-8800
Project Rachel
1-800-5- WE- CARE
American Rights Coalition
1-800-634-2224
Victims Of Choice Human Life Alliance of MN
Education Fund disclaims
1-708-378-1680
any liability for any actions
of any organization or Ill
Life Dynamics

Nurturing Network
1-800-866-4MOM (4666)
Birthright
1-800-550-4900
Bethany Christian Services
1-800-238-4269
America’s Crisis Pregnancy
Helpline
1 -800-67 -BABY -6

1-817-380-8800

Post- Abortion Counseling

Crisis Pregnancy Help
San Leandro Crisis Pregnancy Services
1933 Davis #215 (510)569 - 1200
Union City - East Bay Crisis Pregnancy Center
Mon. through Fri. 9-5 Tues. 9-9
4 Union Square, suite B (510) 487 - 4357

Sunnyvale - Fremont Society
Free tests, counseling, referrals, clothing, adoptioni
130 East Fremont Ave. (408) 732 -3733
Navato - Pregnancy Resource Center
1316 A Grant Ave. (415) 802- 0558
San Jose- Juan Diego Society
12 North White Road
(408) 251 - 0900 or (408) 258 - 2008

San Mateo Crisis Pregnancy Center
218"B’ Street (415) 340- 1232
Stanford Crisis Pregnancy Network
(415) 964 - 8093

San Jose-Crisis Pregnancy Centers
13136 Story Rd #3 (408) 272-2755
1150 Hillsdale Ave # HA (408) 978-9310

Concord - Pregnancy Center of Contra Costa
M -F all day, single mother support
5047 Clayton Road (510) 827 - 0100

Vacaville - Alpha Crisis Pregnancy Center
138 S. Orchard Ave. (707) 449-8991

Daly City - Mother & Infant Wellness Program
Medi-Cal required - San Mateo County only
25 San Fernando Way, (415) 991 -6301

Nurturing Network
Single, pregnant college or career women
1-800-866-4666

Dublin - Valley Crisis Pregnancy Center
Mon. through Fri. 9-5 Thurs 10-9
7660 Amador Valley Blvd (510) 828 - 4458

San Francisco- Crisis Pregnancy Center
1350-A Lawton St ( 415) 753-8000
598 Bosworth St., Suite 2 (415) 334-8000

Antioch - Pregnancy Center of Contra Costa
1205 "A" St., Suite 2A (510) 706 - 0100

Hayward - East Bay Crisis Pregnancy Center
T-TH 10-4 22658 Main St. ( 510) 888-9152

Birthright: Practical support on a one to one basis
Brentwood (510) 634-1275
Concord
(510) 798- 7227
El Sobrante (510 ) 222 - 7822
Livermore (510 ) 449 - 5887

Menlo Park
Napa
Oakland
Petaluma

(415) 32 - BIRTH
(707) 255 - 6111
(510) 839 - 9203
(707) 763-9888

personnel listed in this
directory.

San Francisco
San Rafael
Santa Rosa
Vallejo

Women Exploited by Abortion (WEBA)
Antioch (510) 754-7420 Mann (415) 892 - 5928
San Mateo (415)489-7323
Victims of Choice
(707) 448 - 6015
Vallejo - His Foundation
703 Lassen (707) 642-6294
San Francisco - Project Rachel
(415) 566 - 3672
Post Abortion, What Now?
Kathy Adamson (415) 366 - 4892
South Solano Co.
Coordinator - leaneue Hammer - ( 707) 552-8764
*Most crisis pregnancy centers also
offer post abortion counseling.

Modesto - Bethany Christian Services
2937 Veneman, Suite 265 C, 95356
Oakland Children’s Home Society of CA

(415) 664 - 9909
(415) 456 - 4500
(707) 546 - 7777
(707) 642 - 5001

Maternity Homes and Shelters

3200 Telegraph Ave., (510) 655- 7406
Santa Rosa - Partners for Adoption
4527 Montgomery Dr. Suite A, 95405
(707) 539 - 9068 or (800) 956 - 0212
Jewish Family & Children Services Adoption
3272 California, San Francisco, CA 94115
(415) 202-7494

Livermore- Shepherd’s Gate
Homeless shelter for women and children
11639 Porlola Ave. (510) 449 - 0163

San Francisco - Queen of Peace Women’s Shelter
Housing for pregnant, homeless women and their
children. 974 Valencia St. (415) 821- 9687

Napa- Choix de Vie, Inc.
Women 13-19 to 2 months after delivery
1209 Jefferson #146, 94559
(707) 258 - 0260

San Francisco - Raphael House
Homelike, serving single or 2 parent families &
women in the last month of pregnancy
1065 Sutter St., (415) 474 - 4000

Oakland - Casa Vincentia
For single pregnant women 18 - 25
3210 62 Ave., (510) 729- 0316

San Francisco - St. Elizabeth’s
On site services, ages 11-18. Referrals to licensed
adoption agencies on request, Fee.
100 Masonic Ave., (415) 567 -8370

Oakland Diocese Respect Life Office, 2350 Pacheco St.
#201, Concord, 94520 (510) 680 - 8510

San Jose - Heritage Home
Live-in for women over 18 yrs or w/ parents
permission -435 North 3rd St. (408)294 - 1238

San Francisco - Respect Life Commission, Archdiocese of
San Francisco, 445 Church St. 94004 (415)565 - 3672

Sebastopol -Sarah’s Maternity Home
Teen’s under 18, residency until child is 2.
7051 Skidmore Rd. (707) 823-9365
East Palo Alto -Families in Transition
Bilingual Support groups, teen parent
program (415) 325 2120

Vallejo - Conerstone House
For drug addicted preg. women (707) 553-9904

Natural Family Planning : Ovulation Method Mahn County ; (415) 456 - 1487
San Mateo County; (415) 341 - 8188 or (415) 345 - 9076
Daly City- Seton Medical Center (415) 301 - 8896
Symplo-Thermal Method Mann County 1.415) 459- 1956 Contra Costa Co. (510) 672-0727

Pro-Life Advocates
Fremont -Christian Action Council, PO Box 8057, 945378075 Lowell King (510) 794 - 5050

Pleasant Hill CA Right to Life Committee, Inc.,
1610 Oak Park Blvd #1, 94523 (510) 944 - 5351 FAX 944-5449

San Francisco - United For Life .P0 Box 46037. 94146
(415) 567 - 2293
San Joss Pro-Life Council, PO Box 590713, 94259-0713
(408) CA4 LIFE
San Mateo Pro-Life, PO Box 6273, 94403
(415) 341 - 8188
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Birthmother
Opts for
Adoption...
The Loving
Alternative
It was the beginning of my junior year in
high school. I was excited, looking forward
to another year of diving, gymnastics and
track. But this excitement quickly came to
an end when I realized I was pregnant.
When the pregnancy was confirmed, my
mind went racing. It wasn’t enough to just
say that I was scared - I was terrified! The
idea of having an abortion was mu a
consideration for me. I could not live
N% ilh the realization that I was responsible
for taking the life of my child - a death
because of my actions.
My first instincts told me that I needed to
raise my child on my own. I knew I could
love and care for a child, but when I stopped
thinking about myself, and thought about
what was best for my child, I knew adoption
was the right decision. I was sixteen at the
time. I wanted to go back to school for my
senior year and wanted to participate fully,
in sports etc. I wanted to go on to college.
I knew I could not do all of this and raise a
child at the same time. I did not want to have
to live with my parents indefinitely and
depend on them for everything. I did not
want them to be thrust into the role of pnme
care -givers for my child. !Oust would not be
fair for any of us, for them, myself or the
baby. I knew that placing my child for
adoption would be the right thing to do, the
loving alternative!
The adoption procedure I opted for is not
your ordinary plan. I chose to do an independent open adoption. Through this process I was able to select from among the prospective adoptive parents. I had the opportunity to establish a personal relationship
with them as well as to develop a lasting
friendship. The morel got to know them the
more excited I was about placing my baby
with this couple. They had so much love and

The abortion experience
for victims of rape and incest
In David U. Reardon

Lisa 0.
security to offer my child. They were there
with me in the hospital when my son was
born. Their video camcorder ran non-stop.
I will always treasure the three days I spent
in the hospital with my son. Handing him
over to his new parents was by no means
easy, but I knew in my heart that this was the
right decision for both of us.
Many tears were shed throughout the nine
months and during the hospital stay. But,
they were not all tears of sadness. I miss my
son very much. I think about him every day
and a smile comes to my face. I thank the
Lord that He led me to two such special
people to be adoptive pare= for my child.
It has been several years since my son was
born. He now has an adoptive sister. I keep
in contact with the family through letters and
pictures. I can’t begin to explain the feelings
of pride and contentment that I experience
when I see the smile on his face.
I am now a junior in college majoring in
paralegal studies. Relinquishing my son
was the hardest dccsion I will ever have to
make but I’m more confident than ever that
it was the right one. While in the hospital I
received a card which read, "Some people
come into our lives, leave footprints on our
hearts, and we are never the same." This is
so true!
Testimony by Lisa 0. of Minnesota.
(Printed with permission)

Every year over two million requests for
adoption go unsatisfied.

If he is not alive,
why is he growing?
If he is not a human being,
what kind of being is he?
If he is not a child,
why is he sucking his thumb?
If he is a living,
human child,
why is it legal to kill him?
la week-old baby developing In the womb.

Rape and incest are very emotional topics. They often elicit
in the general populace feelings
of revulsion; people draw back
from the issue of rape and incest, even from the victims of
rape and incest. People don’t
know how to handle a person
who is in that much pain. There
is no quick fix....
Some people who are otherwise very pro -life will condone
abortion in rape and incest
cases because they don’t know
u hat else to offer. A nd they will
accept it as a rare case. This
pro -life difficulty in defending
the unborn even in rape and incest cases is largely due to ignorance because the facts, as I
have found them, show that the
victim’s needs are not being
served by abortion. In fact,
rape anti incest victims actually
suffer considerably from the
abortion.
The facts suggest that only a
minority of rape and incest victims actually choose abortionl
so Tight there, one should pause
and reflect. Abortion is not
usually chosen as the immediate
solution by rape and incest victims but that is the prevailing
belief of the general population.
A woman has been raped and
made pregnant: "Oh, she’s got
to have an abortion." No one
has studied the rape and incest
victims’ needs; abortion is presumed to fill their needs.
Kathleen DeZeeuw states,
"Having lived through rape,
and abo having raised a child
’conceived in rape,’ I feel personally insulted and assaulted
every time I hear that abortion
should be kgal because of rape
and incest. I feel that we’re
being used by pro-abortionists
to further the abortion issue,
even though we’ve not been
asked to tell our side."
The children conceived
through sexual assault also have
a voice which deserves to he
heard. Julie Malcimaa, conceived by an act of rape. works
diligently against abortion. She
believes every life has a value
beyond measure, a purpose
which only time can reveal. Not
ashamed of her origin, Julie
proudly proclaims: "It doesn’t
matter howl began. What matters is who I will become."

Abortion Adds to
the Pain of Rape
Various studies and my own
research indicate that rape arid
incest victims fall into the high
risk category of aborters, and the
existence of rape or incest is
actually a contraindication for

abortion. Jackie Bakker, whose
testimony is in my book,’ says,
"I soon discovered that the aftermath of my abortion continued a long time after the memory of my rape had faded. I felt
empty and horrible. Nobody
told me about the emptiness and
pain I would feel deep within
causing nightmares and deep de pressions. They had all told me
that after the abortion I could
continue with my life as if nothing had happened." This is the
same story we hear from a lot of
aborted women. But for the
rape and incest victim it is an especially keen story, because they
have been told, "In your situation that is the only thing you
can do." And they have been
betrayed by that advice.

"I felt empty and
horrible... They had all
told me that after the
abortion I could continue with my life as if
nothing had
happened."
Victims Gave Reasons to
Forego Abortion
Perhaps the best study was
done by Dr. Sandra Mahkom,
published in Psychological
Aspects of Abortion’
DT.
Mahkom was an experienced
rape counselor who, in 1979,
identified 37 pregnant rape victims who were treated by a social welfare agency. Of these
37. only five chose to have an
abortion. Of the 28 who gave
birth, 17 chose adoption and 3
kept the child themselves; for
the remaining eight, research
was unable to determine where
the child was placed.

"I was being sexually
attacked, threatened
by him and betrayed
by Mom’s silence.. .the
abortion which was to
be in ’my best interest’
has not been.. it only
’saved their reputations,’ solved their
problems and allowed
their lives to go
merrily on."

Several reasons were given
for not aborting. First, several
women felt that abortion was
that
another act of violence
it was immoral or murder. One
said she would only suffer more
mental anguish from taking the
Life of a baby. Second, some
saw an intrinsic meaning or
purpose to the child. Somehow
this child was foisted into their
lives but, on the other hand,
they sensed some sort of hidden
purpose behind it. And although not responsible for
having brought the child into
being, it had happened, and the
consequences could be lived
with. Third, at a subconscious
level, the rape victim feels that
if she can get through the pregnancy she will have conquered
the rape. Outlasting pregnancy
shows she is bearr than the
rapist who brutalized her. Giving birth, then, is the way rape
victims seek to reclaim their
self-esteem. It is a totally selfless act, a generous act, especially in light of the pressure to
abort. It is a way for them to
display their courage and
strength to survive even a rape.
In her study, Mahkorn found
that feelings or issues relating to
the rape experience were the
primary concern for most of the
pregnant rape victims not
pregnancy. While 19% a
significant number placed
primary emphasis on their need
to confront their feelings about
the pregnancy, including feelings of resentment and hostility
towards the unborn child, the
primary difficulty they experienced with the rape pregnancy
was pressure from other people
who saw the pregnancy as a blot
to be eliminated. Family and
friends just weren’t supportive
of the woman’s choice to bear
the child.
Dr. Mahkorn also found that,
in the group who carried their
pregnancies to term, none, at the
end of pregnancy, wished she
had decided on an abortion.
Abortion therefore inhibits the
healing to the rape victim and
reinforces negative attitudes.

Abortion Reinforces
Women’s Powerlessness
Another example from my
book is Vanessa Landry, another
rape victim who said, "I didn’t
really want to have the abortion.
I have always been against abortion all my life. People think that
whenever anyone is raped, they
have to have an abortion. My
social worker just kept telling me
all kinds of things to encourage
me to have the abortion. They
didn’t give me any other option
except to abort.
(Continued an page 10)
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Abortion Techniques Described

IL

Suction-Aspiration: The method of abortion most commonly used for early pregnancies.
The abortionist inserts a hollow plastic tube into the dilated uterus. The tube is connected
to a powerful suction apparatus. Thc suction tears the baby’s body into pieces.
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Dilitation and curettage (D and C): Similar to the suction procedure except the abortionist inserts a tiny hoe -like instrument into the uterus. With this, the abortionist cuts the baby
into pieces and scrapes him/her out into a basin. Bleeding is usually profuse.
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The Abortifacient Nature of Some Contraceptises
THE BIRTH CONTROL PILL - The "Pill- causes 150 different chemical changes in the
woman’s body (chemical warfare). This fact is documented in the Textbook of Contraception
by Malcolm Potts, director of Planned Parenthood of England (Cambridge Press 1983, p.I44).
The "Pill" works in three ways:
1) Temporary Sterilization - preventing ovulation; however, it is estimated that the low
dosage pills now in use, fail to suppress ovulation 50% of the time!
2) Abortion - altering the lining of the womb, making it hostile to a newly conceived child
and preventing implantation in the womb.
3) Contraception - The "Pill" thickens the cervical mucus slowing the transportation of
sperm to the ovum.
INTRAUTERINE DEVICE (I.U.D.) - though touted and sold as a contraceptive, in reality,
the I.U.D. does not prevent conception. Neither does it prevent ovulation. The I.U.D.’s
mode of action is to create a hostile and inflammatory environment in the womb so that a
newly conceived child cannot implant and grow there. The fertilized ovum is thus expelled.
Also acting as abortifacients are other equally deceptive "contraceptives": Depo-Provera,
Norplant, RU486, Abortifacient Vaccines, Cytotec, etc.

Answers to Abortion I.Q. Quiz
1) D; 2) D; 3) C; 4) B; 5) C;
6) D; 7) B; 8) D; 9) B; 10) C; 11) B; 12) A; 13) C (1 in 5); 14) D

The Declaration of Independence begins with:
"We hold these truths to be self evident, that all men are created equal, that they
are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable Rights, among these are Life,
Liberty, and the pursuit of Happiness..."

Human Life Alliance of Minnesota, Inc. (612) 484-1040
Human Life Alliance of Minnesota, Inc. is a non-profit, non -denominational organization committed to the intrinsic value of human life. HLA is dedicated to advancing true justice by protection of ALL Human Life whatever the age, race, sex, physical condition, economic status or
place of residence (including the womb). HLA provides incentives to action through education,
political awareness and promotion of alternatives to violence in order to create a society in
which all Human Life is held sacred.
[ILA NEEDS YOUR SUPPORT AND ENCOURAGES YOUR

Human Life Alliance OE MINNESOTA EDUCATION
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Dilitation and evacuation (I) and E): Used after 12 weeks. A pliers -like instrument is
needed because the baby’s bones are calcified, as is the skull. The abortionist inserts the
instrument into the uterus, seizes a leg or other part of the body and, with a twisting motion,
tears it from the baby’s body. The spine must he snapped and the skull crushed in order
to remove them from the womb.
Salt poisoning (saline injection): This is used after 16 weeks. A long needle is inserted
through the mother’s abdomen into the baby’s sac. Some fluid is removed and a strong salt
solution is injected. The solution is swallowed and "breathed" and slowly poisons the baby.
He/she kicks and jerks violently as he/she is literally being burned alive.
Hysterotomy or Caesarean Section: Used mainly in the last three months of pregnancy,
the womb is entered by surgery through the wall of the abdomen. The tiny baby is removed
and allowed to die by neglect or direct act.
Prostaglandin chemical abortion: This form of abonion uses chemicals, developed by the
Upjohn Pharmaceutical Co., which cause the uterus to contract intensely, pushing out the
developing baby. In one article, one of the complications listed with this method was "live
birth." In fact, the two most "dreaded" complications for an abortionist area dead mother
or a live baby.
Dilatation and Extraction (D and X) Late Term Abortions
(The authenticity of the following information has been confirmed in an article in the American
Medical Association’s Newsletter, American Medical News, in the July 5, 1993 edition).
At a September13-14, 1992 meeting of the National Abortion Federation, a trade
association of abortion providers, an Ohio abortionist, Dr. Martin Haskell, described this
new technique he has perfected. Unlike the D & E procedure whereby the preborn child is
dismembered inside the mother’s womb, with the D & X method the preborn baby is alive
until the end of the procedure when the child is killed by suctioning the brain tissue through
a hole at the base of the skull while the baby’s head is still inside the uterus. Then the intact
aborted child, minus brain content, is removed from the womb.
According to the paper presented by Dr. Haskell the procedure takes three days and begins
with "dilation (and) MORE DILATION." The cervix is initially dilated to 9-11 mm. with
mechanical dilators, in order to accommodate the placement of five to seven synthetic
laminaria, Dilapan hydroscopic dilators, which remain in place overnight.
The following morning the Dilapan are removed and replaced with a second insertion of
15 to 25 dilators, again left overnight. The Dilapan process may cause severe cramping.
On the third day, after removing the dilators, the abortionist ruptures the membranes, if
this has not already happened, and drains the amniotic fluid. The abortionist places an
ultrasound transducer on the mother’s abdomen and locates the child’s legs and feet.
The abortionist then uses a large forceps to grasp one of the baby’s legs. He pulls firmly,
forcing the child into a feet-down position. He continues pulling until the baby’s leg is drawn
into the birth canal.
Next, using his hands instead of forceps, the abortionist delivers the baby’s body in a
manner similar to a breech birth. First, the child’s other leg is delivered, followed by the
torso, shoulders, and arms. The baby’s head "usually" remains inside the uterus.
The abortionist then performs the last step which Dr. Haskell calls "fetal skull decompression." Using blunt-tipped surgical scissors in a closed position, he pierces the child’s head
at the base of the skull. He then forces the scissors open to enlarge the skull opening.
Removing the scissors, the abortionist inserts a suction catheter into the wound and
vacuums out the child’s brain tissue (in Dr. Haskell’s words, "evacuates the skull contents")
causing the baby’s death. With the skull emptied of brains, it collapses and he then "applies
traction to the (dead) fetus removing it completely from the patient."
Dr. Haskell has performed over 700 of these abortions on prebom babies as old as 26
weeks. Dr. Haskell refers to another abortionist, Dr. James McMahon of McMahon Med.
Center and Eve Surgical Centers in Los Angeles and Tarzama, CA, who not only also uses
this technique but sometimes uses it to abort preborn children up to 32 weeks "or more."
Barbara Radford, Executive Director of the National Abortion Federation said of this
late-term abortion technique, in a 6/18/93 letter to NAF members, "Don’t apologize: this is
a legal abortion procedure."
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Rape and Incest
(Continued from page 8)
They said I was just another minority bringing a child into the
world and there were too many
already.’ Here is a woman
who is being victimized not only
because she isarapevictim,but
also because she is black and a
minority and she has a low
income. That is one of the
stories that upsets me the most.
Childbirth can be a victory.
For the majority of pregnant
rape victims who wise/choose
to forego abortion, childbirth
is the choice of triumph over
rape. It is a choice that says,
’’Rape will not dictate my life.’
It allows them to show their
own courage and generosity.
When the need of pregnant
rape victims is carefully examined, it can be shown the abortion is not necessary and indeed is very likely to hinder
recovery by increas ingfeelings
of guilt, shame and low selfesteem.
Like Incest, Abortion
Promotes Silence
Incest victims face similar
problems. Incest is a very
complex issue and it is hard to
say much in a very short period
of time, but the vast majority of
incest victims want to carry their
pregnancy to term. These are
young girls for whom pregnancy is a way to break out of
an incestuous relationship with
their father, whom they may
love despite their confusion and
resentment about the way they
have been used as sexual objects. Since they still love the
father, having the child can not
only help expose the incestu-

ous relationship but also give
hope of beginning a truly loving relationship.
In studies of incest victims,
the vast majority choose to carry
the pregnancy to term.’ Those
in the minority who have an
abortion do so only under pressure from their parents to conceal the incestuous relationship.
Because incest is a family pathology that involves father,
mother and daughter, all are involved in a conspiracy of silence.’
I interviewed Edith Young,
now 38 years old, who was a
rape and incest victim at 12
years of age. To cover up the
incident, her parents procured
an abortion for her without telling her what was to happen.
The emotional and physical
scars of incest and abortion still
last to this day. She said, "I was
being sexually attacked, threatened by him and betrayed by
Mom’s silence...the abortion
which was to be in ’my best
interest’ has not been...it only
’saved their reputations,’ solved
their problems and allowed their
lives to go merrily on.’"
Pro-life persons don’t have
any reason to be ashamed to
defend a pro-Life view in the
case of rape or incest. The
ones who need to be ashamed
are the pro-abortionists who
have been exploiting the problems of rape and incest victims, confusing the public and
promoting abortion for their
own social engineering goals.
To my knowledge, pro -abortionists have never yet brought
together a group of rape and
incest victims who carried their
pregnancies to term who said,
"Oh, that was the worst thing I

ever did. Why didn’t somebody give me an abortion when
I needed it?"
We, on the other hand, can
produce women who took the
advice of the pro -abortionists,
had the abortion and now say,
"This abortion ruined my life.
What were you telling me?"
We need to join rape and incest
victims in demanding that proabortionists stop exploiting the
pain o f innocent women’s problems for their own political ends.
’Pregnancy and Sexual Assault,
Sandra Mahkom, in The Psychological Aspects ofAbortion.
ed. Mall and Watts (1979), pp.
53-72.
’Aborted Women: Silent No
David C. Reardon
more.
(1987), pp. 206-210.
3,VText omitted.
’Outcome Following Therapeutic Abortion. Payne et al.,
Arch. Gen. Psychiatry 33:725733 (June 1976).
’Supra, note 1.
’Supra, note 2, pp. 276-278.
’The Consequences of Incest:
Giving and Taking Life,
Maloof, in The Psychological
Aspects of Abortion. ed. Mall
and Watts (.1 979), pp. 73-110.
9Father-Daughter Incest
Treatment of the Family.
Kennedy, Laval Medical
40:946-950(1969).
’’’Supra, note 2, pp. 212-218.
David C. Reardon is Director
of the Elliot Institute for Social
Sciences Research and author
of the book "Aborted Women:
Silent No More" (1987). For a
copy of Post-abortion Review
Newsletter, write to: P.O. Box
9079, Springfield, IL 62791.
The majority of this article
appeared in Association for
Interdisciplinary Research
Newsletter, Vol 2, Fall 1988

Planned Parenthood Ignores Own Advice
In 1963, a Planned Parenthood publication, Plan Your Children For Health and Happiness,
stated: "An abortion kills the life of a baby after it has begun. It is dangerous to your life and
health." Yet Planned Parenthood now operates the nation s largest number of abortion mills.
Consider this quote taken from New Dimensions magazine (Sept/Oct 1991, P. 22): "Planned
Parenthood recently acknowledged what the anti -abortion camp has been saying for years:
9 out of 10 women who have ’safe and legal’ abortions suffer from abortion -induced trauma."

Carol Everett was involved on the abortion
industry in the Dallas/Ft Worth, Texas, area
from 1977 until 1983. As cirector of four
clinics, owner of two, Ms Everett was responsible for the clinics’ daily operation. Everett,
who had an abortion soon after it became legal
in 1973, now speaks out on

"What I Saw in the
Abortion Industry"

Q

What is the governing force

behind the abortion industry?

A. Money. It is a very lucrative
business. It is the largest unregulated industry in our nation. Most of the clinics are run
in chains because it is so profitable.

Q

Carol Everett

Q

Abortion is supposed to be a
"safe" experience. What
complications did you witness?
A. We were doing a one-day traumatic
dilation, which has a higher rate of complication. In the last 18 months I was in the
business, we were completing over 500 abortions monthly and killing or maiming one
woman out of 500. Common complications
that take place are perforations or tears in the
uterus. Many of those result in hysterectomies. The doctor might cut or harm the
urinary tract, which then requires surgical
repair. A complication that is rarely publicized is the one in which the doctor perforates the uterus and pulls the bowels through
the vagina, resulting in colostomy. Some of
those can be reversed, some must live with
the colostomy for the remainder of their
lives.

How much money were you
making in the abortion
industry before you quit?
A. I was getting a commission of $25.00 on
every abortion I "sold". In 1983, the year I
got out, I would have pocketed approximately $250,000. But, in 1984 we expected
to be operating five clinics, terminating about
40,000 pregnancies, and with that projection
I planned to net $1 million. Money, Money,
Money
that’s where my heart was.
Why do you refer to "selling"
abortions?
A. The product, abortion, is skillfully marketed and sold to the woman at the
crisis time in her life. She buys the product,
finds it defective and wants to return it for a
refund. But, it’s too late. Her baby is dead.

Q

In what way is the woman
deceived?
A. In two ways the clinic personnel and the marketers must deny the personhood of the child and the pain caused by
the procedure. Every woman has two questions,"Is it a baby?" and "Does it hurt?" The
abortionist must answer "NO!’ He/she must
lie to secure the consent of the woman and
the collection of the clinic’s fee. The women
were told that we were dealing with a"product of conception" or a "glob of tissue:’
They were told that there would be only
slight cramping, whereas, in reality, an
abortion is excruciatingly painful.

Q

What type of counseling was
offered at the clinics?
A. In the clinics in which I was
involved we didn’t do any real counseling.
We answered only the questions the woman
asked and tried not to "rock the boat." We
did not discuss alternatives to abortion unless the woman forced us to. We sold abor1101

Q

What method of abortion
did your clinics use?
A. For the most part, the abortion
industry stopped using saline and
prostaglandin procedures because of the
number of live births. A live birth means
you have to let the baby die, or dispose of it
in some distasteful way. Most second and
third trimester abortionists use the D & E
(dilation and evacuation) method. The
abortionist uses large forceps to crush the
baby inside the mother’s uterus and remove
it in pieces. The side effects of live births
and the mother going through labor are
avoided. But it is a horrible procedure in
which the baby must be re-constructed outside the uterus to be certain all the parts have
been removed.

did you dispose of an
QHow
aborted baby?
A. In our clinics, we put them
down the garbage disposal. We used the
heavy duty model. Some second and third
trimester babies’ muscle structure is so strong
that the baby will not come apart, so they
must be disposed of through trash receptacles.

did you keep these
QHow
complications and deaths from
the public?
A. The woman would be loaded into my car
(an ambulance outside an abortion clinic is
terrible advertising) and transported to a
hospital that would protect the doctor and
the abortion clinic’s reputation. The concern is not with the patient only in keeping an
unblemished reputation. You have a built-in
cover-up with the patients’ family. They are
dealing with their guilt and emotions over
the situation and do not want to deal with the
added pressure of exposing the truth through
the media.
did you get out of the
QWhy
abortion business?
A. Two things came into play at
about the same time. I experienced a profoundly religious transformation--a conversion. Al about the time I was having second
thoughts a Dallas television station did an
expose disclosing the abortions performed
at my clinic on non-pregnant women
all
for money! I finally realized, "We weren’t
helping women we were destroying them
and their children." By then my transformation was complete and I knew that I not
only had to stop being involved with abortions but I had to help promote the truth.
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ABORTION:

Post Abortion Syndrome

Possible Effects on Your Body

(Women suffering mental and emotional anguish following an abortion)

Immediate

Dr. Anne Speckhard, Ph.D, in her study on Post Abortion Syndrome, found
the following effects on women.

Intense pain Punctured uterus Excessive bleeding
Infection -Parts of baby left inside Shockroma
Damage to other organs -Death

Events Related to Abortion
Later
.Inability to become pregnant again -Miscarriage/Stillbirths Tubal Preganancies
Premature births -Pelvic inflammatory disease
Hysterectemy Two to Four times Higher Risk of Developing Breast Cancer
"People do not understand that there are thousands of serious physical complications
from abortion every year in this country." Dr. Bernard Nathanson, OB-GYN,
"The inherent risk of abortion is not fully appreciated, both by many in the profession
and certainly not by the public."
The American Colleges of Obstetrics and Gynecology.

Possible Effects on Your Emotions
The Most Common
Guilt Desire to become pregnant again
’Depression/Crying Inability to forgive yourself Intense grief/sadness
’Anger/Rage .Emotional numbness
Sexual problems .Lowered self-esteem
Nightmares Anorexia or other eating disorders
Drug or alcohol abuse ’Suicidal urges
"Abortion has a painful aftermath, regardless of the woman’s religious beliefs, or how
positive she may have felt beforehand about her decision to abort." Vincent Rue, Ph.D,
Psychologist.
OMAN,

23% had hallucinations related to the abortion
35% perceived visitation from the aborted child
54% had nightmares related to the abortion
69% experienced feelings of "craziness"
73% had flashbacks of abortion experience
81% had a preoccupation with the aborted child

Most Common Behavioral Problems After Abortion
61%
65%
69%
73%
77%
81%

increased their use of alcohol
had thoughts of suicide
were sexually inhibited
had flashbacks of the abortion
experienced an inability to communicate
experienced frequent crying

Problems ... after an abortion?
MEDICAL LEGAL EMOTIONAL HELP
CALL 1-800-634-2224 AMERICAN RIGHTS COALITION
or 1-800-962-2319 LEGAL ACTION FOR WOMEN
Additional Resources listed on Page 5
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I’ve been there too!
"Tim, I think I’m pregnant." It was New
Year’s Eve, 1973. My boyfriend sighed
deeply, his gaze remaining fixed on the TV.
"Just have your period, all right?" he muttered. I felt a sour lump in the back of my
throat. My breasts were tender. Yes, I was
pregnant, and I was scared!
I knew from hard experience how tough
it was raising a child as a single mother. I
already had a 2-year old daughter, Jennifer,
from an earlier unsuccessful marriage. We
lived in the inner city and could barely make
ends meet. Tim’s non-committal response to
my distress when the pregnancy was confirmed, and his move to Chicago, 400 miles
away, left me despondent and leaning more
and more toward abortion as the "easy way
out." I was already struggling financially
with one child. How could I raise two?
I drove to Chicago to try to convince Tim
to marry me. He was deaf to my pleas and
unmoved by my tears. Believing I had no
viable alternative, I convinced him to give
me money for an abortion.
As! sat in the abortion clinic waiting my
turn, everything around me seemed like a
nightmare. Women lounged on garishly
printed couches as rock music played on the
intercom. Everything seemed so casual, and
there I was, feeling like I wanted to die .

When the nurse called my name, I changed
my mind, broke into tears, and left.
Still, there was no one I could turn to.
Back at the University, I often cried myself
to sleep. I secretly wished for a miscarriage.
I decided to confide in a couple of college
professors. They collected money to fly me
back to Chicago to have an abortion. Now
I was determined, even obligated, to go
through with it. Still, I agonized!
Ironically, that semester, I was taking a
class in fetal development. I knew there was
a baby in my womb with her heart beating
and her own circulatory system. Those
pictures flashed in my mind as I sat there,
clad in a paper gown and paper slippers.
I was summoned to the room where the
abortions are performed. I could hear a
woman sobbing hysterically in the recovery
room. It reminded me of someone who had
witnessed the death of a loved one in a fatal
accident. I’ll never forget it.
With my feet in the stirrups I waited as the
nurses were setting uptheequipment. As the
doctor was examining me. before the abortion, he suddenly stopped and said to the
nurse, " Get her out of here. She’s too far
along." Relief instantly washed over me!
How odd! 1 had thought I wanted an abortion but now felt instantly relieved to know

I was still pregnant.
I decided to use every ounce of courage I
could muster to deal with my pregnancy and
become a survivor. My ambivalence turned
into love and compassion for my unborn
child. When my beautiful daughter was
born, I named her Melanie.
It took energy and creativity to support
the three of us. My two daughters inspired
me to do great things. They have not stood
in the way of my career. They have only
enhanced it. I finished my Bachelor’s degree; then I went on to get my Master’s and
Ph.D. Besides being a proud mother, I am
happily married, a published author, a motivational speaker for one of the largest public
seminar companies in the U.S. and a parttime musician.
I have learned that life is really about
developing character. When we endure
something tough, our character and selfesteem are strengthened. At least a dozen
women who have confessed to me that
they’ve had abortions have discovered that
the "easy way out" is just an illusion. Some
of them arc in abusive relationships. Some
are on anti -depressants. Others just seem
detached from life. Some sadly remember
their aborted child’s "would be" birthday
each year.

If you are in a crisis pregnancy, I cannot
promise that it will be easy. I can only
promise that the anguish will pass and there
are people who will help you through this
trying time. (Refer to pg. 5) As someone
who has "been there" I understand the anguish you are experiencing. One day you
will look back on the birth of yourchild, and
say, as I do of Melanie’s, "I did the right
thing. And I feel proud."
Sincerely, with love,
Dr. Angela V. Woodhull
Gainesville, Florida

Angela

Woodhull. Ph.D

Dr. Woodhull can be reached through
Human Life Alliance 612-484-1040,
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Don’t Make My Mistakes

How Developed Is Your Baby?

Some people say
that abortion is
"an informed decision
between a woman and
her physician."
You hear that a lot.
But the fact is that
most women never meet
the abortionist
until they are on the
table, as happened in
my case.

Baby at Approximately
Six Weeks

This remarkable photograph of a tiny pre born baby in his unruptured amniotic sac
was taken after surgery (for a tubal pregnancy) at the University of Minnesota by
medical photographer, Robert Wolfe, in
1972. This picture demonstrates the remarkable early development of a preborn
baby at only six weeks after conception.

0.a

Michelle

I was 18 years old when I got pregnant. I wasn’t serious about my
boyfriend. It was a casual relationship. Since I had already enlisted in
the Air Force, I thought I had to have an abortion in order to make
something out of my life.

Consider This Testimony
"Eleven years ago while giving an anesthetic for a ruptured ectopic pregnancy (at 8
weeks gestation). I was handed what I
believe was the smallest living human ever
seen. The embryonic sac was intact and
transparent. Within the sac was a tiny human
male swimming extremely vigorously in the
amniotic fluid, while attached to the wall by
the umbilical cord. This tiny human was
perfectly developed, with long, tapering
fingers, feet and toes. It was almost transparent, as regards the skin, and the delicate
arteries and veins were prominent to the
ends of the fingers.
"The baby was extremely alive and swam
about the sac approximately one time per

C.

second, with a natural swimmer’s stroke.
This tiny human did not look at all like the
photos and drawings and models of ’embryos’ which I had seen, nor did it look like
a few embryos I have been able to observe
since then, obviously because this one was
alive!
"When the sac was opened, the tiny human
immediately lost his life and took on the
appearance of what is accepted as the appearance of an embryo at this stage of life
(with blunt extremities etc.)."
Statement by Paul E. Rockwell, M.D.,
anesthesiologist, as quoted by Dr. and Mrs.
J.C. Willke in Handbook on Abortion.

My best friend drove me to the abortion clinic. I was there for about
four hours. It was like an assembly line. When the ultrasound was being
done I asked to see it. But this wasn’t allowed (so much for "an informed
decision"). Then I asked how far along I was. I was told! was nineand-a-half weeks pregnant. That hit me hard. I knew then that my baby
was further developed than I had thought. I started doubting, and wanted
to talk to my friend. But! wasn’t allowed to do that either.
When it was my turn the nurse told me that I was going to feel some
discomfort, like strong menstrual cramps. The truth is that the abortion
was more pain than I’ve ever felt in my life. It fell like my insides were
literally being sucked out of my body. Afterwards I went into shock!
After the abortion, I tried to make up for the abortion by trying to get
pregnant again. I wanted my baby back. I never got pregnant again. I
don’t know if! can ever have another baby. I named my baby. I found
out later that this is part of the grieving process.
I ended up in the hospital with bulimia two -and-one-half years later. I
felt that no one had punished me for what I had done so I was punishing
myself. I became obsessed with women who were pregnant, with women
who would talk about their pregnancy. My life was in shambles! I was
suffering from post-abortion trauma.

Feet of Baby at
Ten Weeks

When! was 21 years old God brought me help through a woman who
was involved in pro -life activism. She helped me a lot. I went through a
post-abortion counseling program called "Conquerors." God not only
forgave me, He challenged me to help others. I answered the challenge!

Dr. Russell Sacco of Oregon
took this picture of the perfectly formed feet of a 10 week -old aborted baby waiting for disposal in a
pathologist’s laboratory. The
feet in the picture arc held
between the doctor’s thumb
and forefinger.

I started picketing and sidewalk counseling. There is a healing process
that comes from getting involved in the pro -life movement. I talk to youth
groups and students about abstinence and! share my testimony. To them,
and to you, I plead, "Please don’t make the same mistakes! did."

See pages 5 & 8 for alternatives to abortion!
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